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Abstract 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

This dissertation is a historical study that attempt to investigate the continual schisms 

within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa, as a popular 

pattern among the African Indigenous Churches(AIC) .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Furthermore this study will retrace specific historical principal causes of these 

schisms and seek approaches and standards that can address and curb identified 

causes of leadership succession disputes.   

History records that the development and growth of the African Indigenous Churches 

(AIC) primarily of the Ethiopian type of Churches was because of their break away 

from the missionary Churches, and also where there was a schism from within the 

African Indigenous Churches. 

It was on the 12th of September 1908 when the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 

was established by the Rev EJ Marumo its founding father, after breaking away from 

the Presbyterian Church of Africa (PCA) which was founded by P J Mzimba in 1898. 

The Presbyterian Church of Africa was founded in 1898 by the Rev. James 

Phambani Mzimba, who broke away from the Free Church of Scotland because of a 

misunderstanding between the black and white clergy.1 

The reason behind the breaking away between Rev EJ Marumo and Rev PJ Mzimba 

was doctrinal; it is believed that the Rev EJ Marumo while a minister of religion within 

the Presbyterian Church of Africa (PCA) had a calling to faith healing ministry, and 

therefore his intention to establish the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church was to 

continue his ministry to pray for the sick people. 

The challenge of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church is the splitting up of the 

Church every after the death of a leader, and the squabble over the leadership 

disputes. 

This research study highlights the uniqueness and characteristics of the African 

Indigenous Churches, especially on the question of ancestral worship and 

veneration. 

 

                                                           
1 www.oikoumene.org/Presbyterian Church of Africa. Retrieved on the 9/6/2017 
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It further investigates whether Church leadership is obtained as an inheritance or is it 

through elections? And this question leads this study to examine the ecclesiastical 

structure and how the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church should express itself and 

its theology. 

Therefore it must organize itself and its structure in a way that reflects how it 

understand itself, its identity and that it is called to be both holy and worldly, its 

structure must reflect its theology, especially that it is called for worship and mission. 

Then this research study further examines Presbyterianism as a form of Church 

Government system that is biblical and that was originally adopted at the formation 

of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church. 

The other point of significance in this study is the comparison of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church to other reformed Churches i.e. the Uniting 

Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa and the Christian Reformed Church. 

There is a need to continually grapple with an effort to develop a well-documented 

book of faith and order that is binding to its members and assemblies, rather than 

consulting secular courts with ecclesiastical issues to apply and effectively maintain 

the church order and tradition. 
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 Chapter One: Introduction and background to the study 

1.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this dissertation is to study and examine the principal causes of the 

ongoing schism within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church over a centenary 

time frame (1908-2016), which is experienced over the succession plan after the 

death of a leader. The aspect that this research will deal with can be stated through 

the following questions: 

What are the core causes of continual schism within the said Church? 

How can this trend of continual schism within the Church be restricted? 

What criteria the Church ought to apply to address succession disputes? 

What type of Church leadership and governance should the said denomination           

consider when addressing succession disputes?  

1.2 Research questions 

(a) Is there a common cause for the continual break away within the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa and if so, what is it? 

(b) How can this trend of continual schism within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church be treated in a church like way?  

(c)What criteria and strategies can the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church acquaint 

with to control the continual schism? 

1.3 The research aims and objectives  

The aim of this research dissertation is to study and identify the core causes of the 

continual schism and division over the succession disputes of the mentioned Church 

over the past hundred years. 

To identify other social issues and factors that had an impact on the continual schism 

of the mentioned Church to the present day. 

To compare her Church governance pattern to other reformed and Presbyterian 

Churches i.e. the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa. 
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The study aims at curbing the costly battles that the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church encounter in pursuing relief and aid in secular courts over ecclesiastical 

issues. 

1.4 Research methods. (Design) 

In this study the qualitative approach and literature review will be applied to answer 

the research questions.  

There is not enough written information on the subject, therefore the choice of this 

study is within a limited scope of information, since this is a historical research there 

are synod reports and minutes that are available which are not published. They are 

authentic because they are marked with signatures of members of the synod. 

The most part of the research will be based on primary source i.e. oral information 

and archival data kept in archives, libraries, court judgements and private collections.  

The secondary source will be the work of other scholars about the issue being 

studied, including other documents such as the constitution of the said Church, 

synod minutes, High court judgments and autobiographies. 

The research study will take place in the Free State province specifically in the 

Bloemfontein since the mentioned Church headquarters has been originally in 

Harrismith district later moved to Reitz and presently is located at Bethlehem district. 

1.5 The research outline 

The research outline will consist of the following chapters and each chapter will 

examine the causes and the consequences of the schism in the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church. 

Chapter One: Introduction and Background 

Chapter Two: The First fragmentation of (1938) 

Chapter Three: The Second split of (1953) 

Chapter Four: Is Church leadership elected or inherited? 

Chapter Five: The disintegration of the church (disobedience leads to disunity)   

Chapter Six: 2008 The debate, “Is Presbyterianism entrusted to individualism or 

councils?” 
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Chapter Seven: The summary and conclusion 

1.6 Conclusion 

The end of the 19th century marked the birth and formation of the early African and 

first indigenous Christian converts who served as helpers in the mission Churches, it 

is reported that they were responsible Catechists and Readers, who were of great 

assistance to missionaries. 

Bishop Colenso approach headed to the emergence of a number of indigenous 

clergy and leaders, history reports that in 1893 there were about 20 indigenous 

African clergy personnel in the yearbook of the Church of the Province of South 

Africa(Lieta in Draper 2003:252). 

The term indigenous clergy refers to (natives) meaning locally born ministers of 

African extraction, Lieta in Draper further reports the breakaway of Henry Callaway 

who was a protégé of Colenso, who differed on theology and Churchmanship. 

Lieta further mentions that there were social, political, and religious factors that 

contributed to the period of ordination of indigenous clergy, that the missionary 

Churches were uncertain of the indigenous people capacity for pastoral work; hence 

the first candidate of ordination of the Presbyterian Church the Rev Tiyo Soga was 

trained and ordained in Scotland (Lieta in Draper 2003:251,252).  

According to Giliomee & Mbenga it was in the late 1800`s when the missionary 

Churches experienced the breakaway of indigenous people to establish their own 

African independent Churches (AIC) due to several reasons(2007:256). 

It was during this era that  the formation of the Presbyterian Church of African (PCA) 

took place and it remained in the course of this period in history that the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church was established when the Rev.EJ Marumo  broke away 

from (PCA) the Presbyterian Church of Africa in 1908 (APBC 1915:6;Swartbooi 

2014:3). 

History records the growth of the (AIC) African indigenous Churches mostly of the 

Ethiopian type was as a result of the breakaway of Mangena Mokone and James 

Dwane from the Methodist Church, who are founders of the Ethiopian Church 

(Oosthuizen 1997:18) 
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The Methodist Church was not as hesitant to the ordination of indigenous clergy 

compared to the Church of the Province in South Africa. The Africanisation of the 

Christian Church has increased throughout the years but their rapid growth and 

development throughout the continent was challenged by internal conflicts that 

headed to frequent splits and divisions within the same Church denominations and 

continual law court contests over succession quarrels (Lieta in Draper 2003:252). 

According to Mokone in Giliomee and Mbenga “No native minister is honoured 

among the white brethren”. Their core reasons to move away from the missionary 

Methodist Church was due to the over control of funds and unfair treatment of white 

clergy towards their African colleagues (2007:256). 

This study wish to address such issues and how to curb this continual disputes           

and habitual splits patterns within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church and other 

AIC type of Churches.  
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Chapter Two: The First fragmentation of (1938) 

2.1 Introduction 

This research aims to: 

•Investigate the common cause of schism and identify the methods and approaches 

that will curb the continual splits and division of the mentioned Church. 

• Deal positively with schism and divisions of the mentioned Church in the present 

day. 

•Curbing the costly legal court litigations that the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 

encounters in pursuing legal relief and court judgements in secular courts over 

ecclesiastical issues. 

Mosala in West notes that the African Indigenous Churches are characterized by 

various sociological and theological factors, as well as leadership pattern which are a 

key common feature among indigenous African Churches. 

The other features brought forth are that leadership positions in the African 

Indigenous Churches are not attained either by educational training or birth only, but 

on the contrary leadership position is a product of the Holy Spirit, rooted in the 

spirituality of these Churches. 

Lastly there are various denominational categories within the African Indigenous 

Churches, which help to trace their denominational charisma from different historical 

contexts to which they draw their character and identity (Mosala 1991:194). 

African Indigenous Churches are defined as institutions that developed without the 

power of western Churches, referring to foreign or mission churches, and  Coertze 

extends his definition to cover the mission churches which has African component, 

meaning churches by means of African leadership and membership (Coertze 

2005:10).  

Mofokeng in Naidoo recites that the indigenous Churches were named (AIC) African 

Independent Churches simply because they are a break away from missionary 

Churches in order to be Independent and African Church, the reason for schism was 

based on the circumstance that Africans felt uncomfortable, discriminated against 

and oppressed in the mission Churches. 
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She further expresses the reasons for the division was the imposing of Western 

culture, customs and interpretation of the Bible upon African descendants, and the 

disregard of Africanism as inferior, pagan and perceived to be coming from the devil 

(2012:146). 

Sundkler further characterizes the  main type of AIC as an “Ethiopian type” based on 

the background that these churches are traced from missionary Churches, and their 

historical contexts is that they breakaway on racial line and the desire to control 

themselves. 

Sundkler distinguished between three types of independent churches, he identified 

that there were those churches that retained the outward forms, structure and much 

of the theology from their mother churches and continued to use the name of their 

mother church as part of their new name (Gruchy 1979:45). 

Swartbooi gives a brief historical background of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church of Southern Africa (APBC), that it was established by the Rev EJ. Marumo at 

Harrismith on the 12th September 1908.  

It originates from the Presbyterian Church of Africa (PCA) founded by Rev PJ 

Mzimba in 1898, and pointing out that the reason for their breakaway was doctrinal 

not political (APBC 1915:6; APBC 1979:2; Swartbooi 2014:3). 

The founding fathers and leaders in the majority of the African Indigenous Churches 

are linked with the healing power and ministry subsequently their followers and 

members respected and held them to be true leaders.  

The power of healing ministry has made African Indigenous Churches popular and 

has attracted most Africans, and it is a contributing factor to their increasing  

membership that these type of denominations have become mega churches (Modiko 

2011:01). 

Swartbooi narrates that in the year 1938 there were elections and the Rev JH 

Mokalapa was voted as the Moderator, winning elections against the Rev SJ 

Moloantoa, It is noted that the Rev SJ Molantoa disputed the elections (2014:22). 

It is alleged that the Rev SJ Molantoa disputed against the election of the moderator 

in 1938 among his reasons were that his fraction of ministers were late therefore the 

conference did not quorate, therefore the elections should be queried and again the 

Rev JH Mokalapa has been the leader of the church for almost twenty years 

uninterruptedly and has been elected continuously for the fifth term since 1923.  
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(APBC 1979:02). 

The third reason is that there were allegations, suspicions   and accusations that the 

Rev SJ Moloantoa, is a member of the Dingaka Association, implying that he 

adhered to the traditional African religion and Christianity simultaneously  therefore 

he was accused that his conduct was propagating against the Christian faith. 

It may be presumed that the Rev SJ Molantoa like many more AIC`s priests have 

developed their own distinct of worship or faith healing ministry which blends 

Christianity with African customs. 

The Rev JH Mokalapa and ministers who are officers of the synod reported these 

suspicions to Pretoria , explicitly to the South African Native Affairs Commission and 

to the native commissioner of Kroonstad in all probability after setting up disciplinary 

measures against Rev SJ Molantoa with intentions to suspend or to discharge him 

from the clergy roll . 

The Rev SJ Molantoa denied his affiliation to the Dingaka Association (Swartbooi 

2014:22-23). 

2.2 The formation of the African Presbyterian Church 

An allegation made by the Rev JH Mokalapa and other ministers, suspecting and 

accusing the Rev SJ Moloantoa that is a member of the Dingaka Association marks 

the first schism. 

Mofokeng in Coertze maintains that African converts to Christianity were led  

believed that the African way of life could not lead to eternal life, the traditional 

African way of life assumed to be pagan or rather evil, and to believe that their 

ancestors had been damned (2005:47). 

The African indigenous Churches are notable from other denominations, they have 

faith in the existence of ancestors, and there is no argument that there is objectivity in 

worship, between Christian faith with ancestral veneration and worship, therefore 

worship is reserved for God alone, hence ancestors are not worshipped but 

honoured (Mofokeng in Coertze 2005:48). 

In a matter between the Presbyterian Church of Africa v Sehawu and Others 

(3375/12), the high court of South Africa, Eastern Cape, Grahamstown the court 

heard a leadership dispute of the said church and the judge defined a church as a 

voluntary association which exists and functions in accordance within its written 
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constitution. 

According to Makhubu, the Zionist-Cum-Ethiopian Church type of denomination 

within the African Indigenous Churches, they are classified as a group of churches 

that has intermingled the Zionists, Apostolic and Ethiopian practices. Where the spirit 

of prophecy, healing, exorcism is give emphasis to, at the same note these types of 

Churches maintain an Ethiopian church order.  

The AIC`s is argued that their syncretic worship uses the ancestors as intermediaries 

to convey prayers and requests to God instead of Christ or Angels, African 

Christians prefers the custom of veneration to worship, ancestors are respected and 

honoured, and reverence is given to living parents (Makhubu 1988:60). 

According to Swartbooi the dispute between the two mentioned leaders of the 

Church led to the first schism and the establishment of the African Presbyterian 

Church in 1938. Rev SJ Molantoa parted from the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church, subsequently to allegations that his conduct was not in line to Christian faith 

(2014:23).   

2.3 The key reasons behind the 1938 schism 

Literature refers to Ethiopianism as the principal concept among the causes of the 

formation of the African Indigenous Churches, and the frustration and desire of many 

Africans to become church leaders that led to disputes over church discipline rooted 

in conflicting moral standards (Pretorius & Jafta in Elphick and Davenport 1997:213).  

The Christian faith as introduced by the missionary Churches did not eradicate the 

ancestral veneration held by most African Christian but rather it maintained and 

modified the interpretations within the African indigenous Churches (Tlhagale in 

Coertze 2005:47). 

According to Moji Ruele in Nkomazana & Lanner in the African Indigenous Churches 

healing involves the whole person; the mind, emotions and spirit, and healing 

ministry within the African indigenous Churches is held to be the major component 

and mission of Christian church on earth (2007:196). 

The methods of healing used in African Indigenous Churches attracts people in large 

numbers and as a result these denominations become more popular because of 

healing ministry, therefore people believe that they are healed by prayers and 

performance of rituals (Makhubu 1988:77). 
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Ancestors are believed and understood as guardians over the living and hence life 

and existence from them is inseparable (Oosthuizen in Modiko 2011:3). 

In African culture ancestors are not worshipped but rather they are honoured 

because they are acclaimed to be holding power in judicial, sociological and 

supernatural significance, and furthermore it is held that they determine the destiny 

and exercise influence in the life of the living, protecting and watching over the living 

based on their supernatural power and related relationship with the living and their 

descendants. 

Therefore it is submitted that ancestral world is very important in the life of the 

African church and in African spirituality, “every person is a nexus of interacting 

forces so that they are capable of communicating and interacting vertically – with 

God, and deities, ancestors and other spiritual forces including mystical powers and 

horizontally –with fellow human beings” (Kathide in Coertze 2005:47). 

It is therefore assumed that the alleged ancestral call of the Rev SJ Molantoa to 

become an African traditional healer is among other key reasons that led to the first 

schism of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church in 1938. 

“Africa from time  immemorial, has had to deal with reconciling African belief systems 

with the imposition of new religions that are bought in by other cultures and in the 

process strive to find what works” (Tlhagale in Coertze 2005:16). 

The second reason that led to the 1938 schism is assumed that the Rev SJ 

Molantoa opposed the elections disputing that the Moderator held office for a period 

of 20 years  without a break(Swartbooi 2014:23). 

It must be noted that the Rev John Henry Mokalapa led the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church for 35 years until he passed on in 1953,therefore the was a concern 

and a need for new leadership (APBC 1979:02;Swartbooi 2014:25) . 

The struggle for leadership and mismanagement of funds among the African 

indigenous Churches are some of the key causes and disputes resulting in fractions 

among these Churches (Molobi 2011:02). 

There is  an assumption that many African Christians abandoned their traditional and 

historical churches due to the disaffection they experience of being unwelcome, and 

subsequently establishing their own churches or else turn to a number of new 

churches that are products of African initiated under African leadership.(Adogame 

2013:68) . 
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2.4 The lesson behind the 1938 schism 

The study aims at identifying the methods and approaches that will curb the 

continual splits and division of the mentioned Church.  

In the dispute between Rev JH Mokalapa and Rev SJ Molantoa the decision of the 

arbitration is one approach that advantaged both sides, the decision of the 

adjudication was that there is no way that the said leaders could work together; 

therefore it was best for them to part ways.  

The disputes between these two mentioned leaders of the church let to the first 

schisms of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church and marked the formation of the 

African Presbyterian Church in 1938 by Rev SJ Molantoa at Kroonstad. 

The governing structure of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church is Ethiopian type 

meaning that it retained the church order of the Presbyterian Church of Africa 

however the  African Presbyterian Church adopted the Zionist-Cum-Ethiopian 

Church  manner hence the arbitrator concluded that there is no way that  the Rev SJ 

Molantoa and the then moderator JH Mokalapa could work together. (Swartbooi 

2014:24).  

It should be noted that the change in policy of the South African government not to 

interfere with the church affairs and regulating  their recognition and multiplication, 

had a negative impact in restricting  with schisms among the African Indigenous 

Churches, rather it has encouraged continues breakaways instead (Elphick & 

Davenport 1997:225). 

According to Pretorius & Jafta in Elpick and Davenport (1997:226 ) only eight of 800 

African Indigenous Churches   were granted government recognition and Makhubu 

confirms that the African Indigenous Churches struggled for government recognition 

until in 1963 when registration of churches was terminated and except for the 

purpose of noting the names of churches and eliminating the duplication of church 

names.  

African Indigenous Churches are denominations that have wholly cut the umbilical 

cord with their missionary churches, they are the most largest and most influential to 

the shaping the contours of the new South Africa. 

AIC`s are the most important religious group in South Africa that despite the 

challenges of schisms, their vitality, their rootedness in African traditions, they have a 

decisive influence on the history of the church and society in the changing South 
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Africa (Elpick and Davenport 1997:226). 

Traditional African communities respect traditional healers because of the role they 

play in society, and as such church founders within the African Indigenous Churches 

with healing powers have a large membership of people who follow them and 

respect them as true leaders in many African communities (Anderson in Modiko 

2011:01). 

2.5 Conclusion 

The phenomenon African Indigenous Churches or African Independent Churches 

refers to the secession of black, African clergy from the missionary churches since 

the 1800`s to establish African churches independent from white missionary control. 

It is presumed that many African Christians withdrew from the traditional and 

historical missionary churches due to the disaffection they experience of being 

unwelcome, they then establish their own churches or turn to a number of new 

churches and this marked the development of Ethiopian type of Churches which are 

a product of African Christianity under African leadership. 

It was during this era that the Rev Pambani Mzimba a clergy from the Free Church of 

Scotland seceded and formed the Presbyterian Church of Africa in 1898, at Alice in 

the Eastern Cape. 

Written and oral history accounts that the Rev Ephraim Jasone Marumo was  

admitted to the ministry of the Presbyterian Church in Africa while at Harrismith and 

had a gift of healing ministry to the sick through laying of hands and prayer. 

He seceded from the Presbyterian Church of Africa over dogma, faith healing as 

opposed to communal matter on race or segregation, then on the 12th of September 

1908 marks the birth of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church. 

Swartbooi narrates that when the acting native commissioner enquired from the Rev 

Ephraim Jasone Marumo, why he left the Presbyterian Church of Africa and how 

was he appointed a leader? 

In his response to the acting native commissioner said that “the congregation chose 

me to be its leader”, and the commissioner then requested a memorandum of 

understanding signed by all the clergy to that effect and the 1915 constitution was 

transcribed. 
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In the conflict between Rev JH Mokalapa and Rev SJ Molantoa that caused the 

secede is the allegations made against the Rev SJ Molantoa that he is a member of 

the Dingaka association and that his conduct is unacceptable to the Christian faith, 

the deviation was about what is common and considered in African traditional faith or 

religion as ordinary life situation. 

The second issue raised in this chapter it is discovered that leaders served in office 

of leadership for too long, that election does not make any impact to effect changes. 

Those in office are repeatedly elected and they occupy the office until they pass on, 

and hence the young clergy who aspire for leadership role they are delayed. 

This caused the secede of Rev SJ Molantoa from the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church and instituted the African Presbyterian Church  in 1938, after arbitration 

recognized  that there is no way the two clergy could work together, hence they were 

advised to part ways. 
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Chapter Three: The second split of (1953) 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter narrates the history of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church from 

1953 to 1973 and examining the conflicts among the clergy who were quarreling for 

the leadership position of the mentioned Church. 

The African continent was primarily a quiet colonized continent in 1950 and with 

exception of South Africa and other three countries namely, Ethiopia, Liberia and 

Egypt which were independent states.  

It was during this period that Christianity went with white men and white rule, 

providing justification for a white supremacy, Christian nationalism was the 

terminology for the national party policy, this was a perfect fusion between South 

African politics and religion (Hastings 1979:25). 

It was during the same era that the African independent and indigenous Churches 

advanced in large numbers exclusively separating from mission connections, hence 

group of   AIC are often known as “African “or “Ethiopian”. 

These are churches which are founded to be independent from original western 

churches and unintentionally to duplicate the mission church, they have survived the 

deaths of their founders and despite ups and downs of fortune; they grew and 

became constant with years (Hastings 1979:67).  

African Churches or Ethiopian movement comes from Christian communal and was 

headed by men and women, ordained and lay, they are a symbol of African Christian 

protesting against white domination in the mission Churches, 

However African churches that retained nearly all the characteristics of their original 

body from which they have break from and as a consequence have inherited further 

internal schisms. 

According to Hastings social and political discrimination undoubtedly encouraged 

Africans to seek a Church which would give a sense of ownership, and belonging to 

people of different races. 

A church that offers full membership disregarding  seating arrangements, equal 

salary and promotion of ministers, courtesy of social contact between within a joint 
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congregation and a wide scope of leadership (Hastings 1979:70). 

3.2. The Death of Rt.Rev JH Mokalapa 

Swartbooi recites that after the passing away of the Rt Rev JH Mokalapa on the 28th 

of July 1953, the ministerial inspectorate committee met to discuss the leadership 

succession. 

It is reported that the council agreed in principle that the Rev AL Mlaba to be 

assigned as the acting moderator until the synod assembled in December of the 

same year (APBC 1979:02; 2014:28). 

The African Indigenous Churches or Ethiopian churches as commonly known they 

reached their apex, they were both vast and well established in the 1950`s when 

they were controlled by second generation leaders. 

There was a noticeable consolidation in many ways of African tradition in the 

Christian church though this merging did not prevent the constant eruption of new 

schism, largely over questions of leadership and succession. 

There was on the other hand an increasing concern with domicile and property, 

training of minister`s and the attaining of church recognition from the South African 

government (Hastings 1979:74). 

There are various reasons that may be directed to schisms, among others it could be 

disputes within hierarchies, some may be based on genuine grievances, for example 

the leader misappropriating funds, or an official seizing the rightful role of another, or 

a leader contravening the church constitution. 

It is further suggested that other disputes may be contrived and artificial when a 

subordinate feels that he should be the leader of the church, either by self-

estimation, or pressure from supporters.  

Therefore may seek excuses for confrontation with the Church leadership, in some 

instance members will stop coming to church and start their own. 

Secession and breakaway may results because of the highly decentralized nature of 

the African indigenous Churches, and their difficulties in communication, distance 

and lack of education (Molobi 2011:7). 
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Swartbooi narrates that on the 24th December 1953 a synod assembled at Kestell in 

the northern Free State, summoned by the acting Moderator to discuss the 

leadership succession and it is reported that it recommended that the Rev PI Sithole 

to manage the elections as Rev Mlaba and Rev PL Selepe had interests in the 

elections. 

It is further reported that the Rev AJ Mthembu proposed and nominated Rev 

Manasseh Mokalapa to contest the elections, but then the chairperson dismissed the 

nomination on grounds that the Rev MJ Mokalapa (the son of the late Rev HJ 

Mokalapa) is not a member of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church (Swartbooi 

2014:29). 

3.3 The 1953 elections of the Moderator 

Swartbooi narrates that the synod had elected the Rev Selepe to be the moderator 

of the church nevertheless he declined, the synod then reviewed its decision and 

synod voted in favour of the Rev AL Mlaba   who was the General Secretary to the 

ex-moderator. 

He was a skilled person, educated and therefore in a better position to address 

challenges and lead the church onward. Then the synod endorsed the Rev AL Mlaba 

as Moderator of the Church; however the Rev AJ Mthembu and other members of 

the clergy contested the elections. 

Rev AJ Mthembu convened a quarterly conference (Presbytery) in accordance to the 

constitution of the Church, which has the power to elect a moderator, and 

consequently Rev MJ Mokalapa was elected as Moderator of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church; therefore the church had two leaders. 

A court case was filed against Rev MJ Mokalapa in Harrismith, opposing his election, 

on the grounds that he was not a member of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 

and that he is not entitled to inherit erf 93 which is the property of the Church.  

Rev MJ Mokalapa in his defense maintained he was born in the said mentioned 

Church, which his father has led for 35 years, he denied allegations that he ever 

terminated his membership and allegiance to the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church, consequently ministers who elected him had the right to do so, however the 

Rev AL Mlaba won the case and Rev MJ Mokalapa appealed the court decision 

(Swartbooi 2014:34). 
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Rev MJ Mokalapa appealed the court judgement to the native appeal court in 

Bloemfontein; in his application he forwarded the church constitution, which required 

the Rev AL Mlaba to table before the court a letter of intention to participate in the 

elections as well as the minutes of the synod which elected him as the Moderator 

nevertheless on failure to comply he was unsuccessful to demonstration on the 

balance of probability that there had been an oral nomination.  

It is reported that the Rev MJ Mokalapa won the appeal case; the appeal court 

agreed with the appellant that the respondent in this matter who is the Rev AL Mlaba 

did not have the minutes of the elective council as well as proof that he can act and 

litigate on behalf of the said Church. 

The Rev Mlaba consequently failed to prove to the appeal court that the election of 

the defendant of the first court was irregular and that in the absence of a proper 

Church constitution, it seems impossible to establish otherwise. 

There was nothing to serve as evidence that the Rev AL Mlaba is the truthfully 

elected Moderator and that he has been lawfully appointed by the synod or quarterly 

ministers and conference. 

There was no provision and information that the newly appointed moderator has the 

constitutional mandate to take legal action on behalf of the Church. 

There was insufficient information in the church constitution, which expressed that 

the elected Moderator is authorized to act on behalf of the Church; the constitution 

was silent to prove that the meeting at which the defendant was elected was 

irregular. 

It was alleged that if a person did not resign deliberately, he certainly resigned 

quietly and as such ceased to be a member or a minister of the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church. 

According to Advocate JPG Eksteen in Swartbooi (2014:35) the appeal court 

professed the constitution of the church as inappropriate and insufficient to the 

situation. The Church reached a point of dead end; the congregations were divided 

as well as the church. 

The only way out of this mutually unsatisfactory situation appeared to be 

negotiations. 
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 (a) With a view to divide the church with an admission of the fact that no 

reconciliation will ever take place between the opposing parties, or 

(b) With the view to reconcile and protect the harmony and unity of the Church 

3.4 The recognition of the Church by the government  

People who are in the middle of these schisms join churches with ulterior motives, 

both spiritual and carnal depending on their interests, therefore the historical 

developments of the African indigenous Churches need to be understood from the 

perspective of schism ( Molobi 2011:2). 

The old order of Ethiopian tradition was among the recognized churches by 

government representing the AIC`s, in the 1950`s as well as the African 

Congregational Church and the Bantu Methodist Church of South Africa these were 

congregations established with urban mentality. 

These type of Churches appealed to the well-read people who were unprivileged in 

social, political and religious settings, however the leadership of the indigenous 

churches were quiet aware and very cautious about their involvement in political 

protest against the government (Hasting1979:74). 

The 1950`s marked  and witnessed a more positive attitude on the part of the many 

independent churches towards and public recognition , the longer the church lasts 

the more likely it appeared to be valued by members of the public, and it had to seek 

for state recognition, and approval. 

Churches pursued for government recognition for purposes such as registration of 

marriages and for purchasing communion wine (Hasting1979:123). 

The  AIC`s historic drive  seeking for government recognition, manifested when both 

Rev Mokalapa and Mlaba applied for Church recognition to the Department of Native 

Affairs, and as a consequence file no 47/214 was approved in recognition of the 

African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church. (Swartbooi 2014:38). 

It should be noted that in 1954 the secretary of Interior Affairs changed the file in full 

recognition of the said Church therefore file no P120/4/1066 was prepared. 

It is further point out that the two leaders in the middle of 1959 and 1960 had 

correspondence with Department of Interior Affairs, and the response of the 
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secretary of Native Affairs was that he could not make any recommendations for a 

Church that has internal conflicts and which does not have stability (Swartbooi 

2014:38). 

It is recorded that several attempts over the decades have been made to organize 

these thousands of church groups into federations, and as a result of these attempts 

African Independent Churches Association (AICA) and Assembly of Zionists and 

Apostolic churches were formed(Barrett in Molobi 2011:3). 

Khoapa in Molobi  points out that around the 1960`s three major associations were 

recognized namely; (AICA) the African Independent Churches Association, (RICA)  

the Reformed Independent Churches Association and (AZASA)  the Assembly of the 

Zionist and Apostolic Association (Barrett in Molobi 2011:3,4). 

Ngada in Molobi says that It should be distinguished that in those days churches had 

to register with the Department of Public Works even though the government did not 

finance them, AICA was the most effective association in partnership with the 

Christian Institute (CI) which was headed by Dr.Beyers Naude, it is noted that more 

than 460 African indigenous churches affiliated with AICA (2011:4). 

Hastings records that the African Indigenous Churches in South Africa experienced a 

high rate of fragmentation through internal conflicts through separation, multiplication 

and diversity, these led to the formation of the African Ministers Independence 

Churches Association since 1934 and Bishop Dimba's federation of Bantu Churches 

Association in 1943. 

The core purpose of such organizations was to help their member churches with the 

process of applying for government registration, in pastoral training, formation and 

other various areas that small churches could not cope on their own (1979:253).  

The Federation of Bantu Churches under the leadership of Rev WM Dimba was 

approached to intervene and facilitate the negotiations with the sole aim of resolving 

the leadership quarrel within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, and a meeting 

was convened on the 31st October 1964 in Bethlehem. 

It is reported in Swartbooi that the outcome was not fruitful due to the reason that 

Rev WM Dimba was of the opinion that leadership of the church must be elected 

based on its educational background, and that the Rev Molaba differed with the 

outcome based his argument on the understanding that an incumbent’s 

performance, and leadership skills are very key for elections in the African 
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Presbyterian Bafolisi Church (2014:38). 

According to Molobi the African Indigenous Churches are destabilized by their 

outdated ranking in the governing of their churches, a leader occupies a position and 

is not accountable to no one (Molobi 2011:6). 

The highest office and position is bishopric and the office bearers are likely not well 

informed or with little knowledge or no theological education at all. Therefore the 

position of a bishop is a matter of personal status and financial sustenance and 

security rather than a calling and divine inspiration; hence the African Indigenous 

Churches are founded by one person who is likely to hold a position until death. 

There is no succession plan and it is often difficult to hand over a leadership position 

to someone else, hence the succession plan is not simple and without conflicts, 

among heirs who wish to possess and become inheritors to leadership of the church 

(2011:6)   

Barrett in Molobi maintains that church leadership within the African Indigenous 

Churches requires developing within it, as a major innovative idea that is capable of 

building a church out of the existing feeling of deprivation that intense social –

religious stress caused. 

It is further held that the African Indigenous Churches are said to be more absorbed 

in spirituality than in the economic aspect of their churches, investing money is not a 

priority to these churches, and their focus is on erecting a church building and in 

most cases the bishop and his leadership end up appropriating such money 

(2011:6). 

Swartbooi points out that the Rev Dimba had a correspondence to Pretoria notifying 

government that the leadership dispute has been settled and the Rev Mokalapa is 

the senior moderator and Rev Molaba is his assistant (2014:38). 

Rev Molaba opposed Rev Dimba`s report, and immediately he reported to Pretoria 

about the synodical dismissal of Rev Manasseh Mokalapa from the church, for 

appropriating church money from the superintendent of Harrismith without the church 

consent and for being pronounced a president of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church by Mr. WM Dimba who is not a member of the mentioned Church (2014:39). 

According to Hastings the mission churches and the African Independent Churches 

continued however to have their own characteristic problems, relating to their 

formations. 
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The problem of the mission Churches is getting their structure to stretch and 

accommodate their black and indigenous members to their sacramental and 

disciplinary rules while the independent Church problem is continuity of ministry 

(1979:269). 

The survival of the African Independent Churches is dependent on the spiritual 

power of their founding fathers and on absolute basic dependency on local 

communities, the fellowship and communion upon each other. 

However in many instances when the founder passes away there is faction and 

schism, between kinship lineages, two or more spiritual lineages develop one 

following a son of the founder, others following his leading assistant. 

3.5 The history of Rev Asia Marumo 

It is noted that after the passing on of John Henry Mokalapa, Asia Marumo the son to 

the founder and first moderator of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, wrote a 

letter to Harrismith municipality through his attorneys, Kannemeyer, Wardhaugh & 

Asham from Bloemfontein enquiring about church site no 82 and 93. 

Asia Marumo claimed that both sites belonged to his father and therefore these sites 

should be registered to his mother Alina Marumo, The Harrismith municipality 

responded to his enquiries and replied that the local magistrate or commissioner for 

black affairs was responsible to handle such queries( Swartbooi 2014:32). 

It was suggested to Asia that if lady moderator Marumo had the right of ownership of 

both sites she was liable to pay levies of both sites, but then It is noted that Henry 

John Mokalapa has been paying levies of both sites since June 1937 as the 

moderator of the church had that responsibility( Swartbooi 2014:32). 

It is reported that Asia Marumo continued to challenge the leadership succession of 

AL Molaba, HJ Gaba and MJ Moloi (Swartbooi 2014:28). 

Hastings sited forward that the Church and its structures have not as yet acquired 

sufficient independent status against the claim of personality and immediate spiritual 

experience of her founding fathers, therefore the unity of the Church is not 

guaranteed by the present, living leader but rather the legacy of the dead founder, 

his tomb, and keep to the historical and traditions of the Church (1979:269). 

Swartbooi notes that “elections were held every after five years”, meaning that the 

Rev AL Molaba was elected as the moderator in 1953, 1958, 1963, and 1968 
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respectively. The Rev AL Molaba passed on in December 6th, 1973 and the synod in 

the following year elected the Rev HJ Gaba as the moderator from 1973-1978 at the 

age of 71 years and he successfully served for one term only (APBC1979:02; 

2014:41). 

3.6 Conclusion 

The history of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church from 1953 to 1973 analyzes 

the conflict among three clergy namely the Rev.AL Mlaba, MJ Mokalapa and Asia 

Marumo going to court for the leadership position of the Church. 

In the conflict between Rev. AL Mlaba and MJ Mokalapa there was a disagreement 

on several issues, firstly it is noted that MJ Mokalapa together with Ozier Doporo 

were admitted as theological student at Union Bible College at Sweetwater’s in 1949. 

They went for pastoral training and formation on completing both were admitted and 

ordained to the ministry of the Word and Sacraments and nevertheless not 

appointed to a pastoral charge, and however the Church accused MJ Mokalapa that 

he joined the Baptist Church. 

The outcome on the legal court proceedings between Mlaba and MJ Mokalapa 

concealed that a member of the church, particularly a clergy could resign and 

terminate their membership either deliberately or silently. 

Therefore it is vital that in every Church meeting and sessions to preserve the 

attendance register and minutes as evidence that such a Church session or court 

was held and the resolutions that were reached are in order and are binding to all 

members. 

The constitution needs to be explicitly clear on who has the authority to sue on 

behalf of the Church, or the legal standing on behalf of the church, and the third point 

that is raised concerns which is the correct constitutional structure and procedure 

between the presbytery meeting and a synod meeting has authority to nominate and 

conduct elections in accordance to the Reformed or Presbyterian Church order. 

The fourth point was on the procedural requirements as a standard for nominating 

candidates for leadership positions. It is argued that among the leadership qualities 

the educational background of a candidate should be considered, while there is a 

trend setting and pattern that the membership and seniority of a candidate in the 

Church should be equally considered as a requirement for nomination. 
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The court proceedings between AL Mlaba and MJ Mokalapa challenge and led the 

Church to review and amend the constitution of the Church to address the most 

recent disputes and its concerns. 

In relation to Asia Marumo who enquired about sites no 82 and 93 from the 

Harrismith municipality, it is clear from the contents of his letter that he intended to 

claim them as his inheritance. 

Manasseh Mokalapa as well thought he had a cause to inherit the two sites, 

forgetting that the church buildings belonged to the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church as a communal structure not to an individual. 

The last issue that was of concern from this chapter is the continual election of the 

same person into office without a break, and leading a church organization until 

death. 

On the opposite it is a noble and a healthy sign that the Church had elections every 

five years, meaning that the church elders and delegates continued to represent their 

local congregations in electing a moderator and other office bearers. 

It gives a poor impression when a single  candidate lead  a church organisation for 

more than two terms, it implies that the is deficiency of leadership or theological skills 

and training therefore the church is fixed with a single candidate that is proficient to 

lead until death. 
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Chapter Four: Is Church leadership elected or inherited? 

4.1. Introduction  

This chapter aims at studying and investigating how the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church is to curb costly legal battles in pursuing relief and aid in secular courts over 

ecclesiastical issues, particularly over leadership succession. 

According to Olatunde (2016:01) the African Initiated Churches are found across 

Africa; they are particularly well-recognized in southern Africa and West Africa that at 

least 36% of the population of Africa belongs to an African Initiated Church. During 

the colonial period indigenous African Christian converts were unable to reconcile 

their beliefs with the teachings of their churches and they split from their missionary 

churches. 

The reasons for these splits were usually: political – an effort to escape white control; 

historical – many of the parent churches, particularly those from a Protestant 

tradition, had themselves emerged from a process of schism and synthesis; and 

cultural – the result of trying to accommodate Christian belief within an African 

worldview. 

Many AIC`s share traditions with Christians from other parts of the Christian world, 

and these can also be used in classifying them. So there are AICs which share some 

beliefs or practices with Anglican, Methodist, Roman Catholic, Pentecostal and 

Orthodox traditions. 

Leadership is about the power to fulfill God`s dream, the power of making choices 

and decision. To heed God`s call and becoming God`s partner, the Church needs 

such kind of leaders that will be in a position to influence and assist corporations and 

governments to become God`s partners (Coertze 2005:88). 

It is argued that authority comes with the assumption of a position while Weems, Jr. 

in Maloma mentions that authority could be given but leadership must be earned. 

Therefore a person can be assigned, selected, or designated for a position, but a 

person cannot be appointed to leadership. 

Leadership must be earned every minute over many years, while it can be earned 

over a long period it could be lost very quickly, the best thing about authority is that it 

offers an opportunity to provide leadership (2011:89). 
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In Swartbooi it is held that the reason behind the splitting of the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church in 1908 from PCA, Presbyterian Church of Africa founded by Rev PJ 

Mzimba was doctrinal, established on healing ministry through the laying of hands 

upon the sick (APBC 1915:7; 2014:22). 

According to Makhubu the methods of healing used in the African indigenous 

Churches attracted people in large numbers and as a result these churches became 

more popular because of the healing ministry, people believe that they are healed 

through prayers and performance of certain rituals (1988:77). 

There is a continuous debate within the African indigenous Churches on leadership 

principles about either a leader is born with special birth traits inherited in their 

personalities and characters or, 

Is leadership nominated based on result of special training acquiring leadership 

skills, and moulding personality and character? However others understand and 

perceive it from different worldview that is “leadership position is a trusting, admiring 

relationship given to a person by their followers” (Munroe 2005:18). 

On the same note it is debated that theological training is meant to equip and benefit 

men and women of the cloth for appropriate leadership and ministry within the 

church of God, and other spiritual institutions of faith, with skills and knowledge to 

address the needs of the church and their respective communities, therefore this 

process is called ministerial formation. 

The objective is to have “visionary leaders with good moral standards and to be 

empowered to attend with passion and competency the various pastoral 

responsibilities at various level of the church” (Naidoo 2012:01).  

According to Molobi most of the inner squabbles and tensions within the African 

Indigenous Churches often lead to divisions and breakaways within various AIC 

denominational structures. 

It is noted that many of the people who were at the middle of these splits joined the 

church with ulterior motives, they being spiritual or emotional – depending on their 

interests (2011:01). 

Therefore in the 1950`s there was an expansion of a persistent body of Churches 

outside the mission Churches, spreading  the African Indigenous Churches in many 
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parts of Africa, and it includes the growth of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 

of South Africa or of Southern Africa. 

 

According to Pretorius & Jafta in Elphick and Davenport the Ethiopian Churches in 

general have retained the liturgies, the hymn books, teachings, organizational 

structures, vestments, and the spirituality and the tradition of their original missionary 

churches. 

However they maintain and accepted the indigenous customs and some are more of 

Zionist in character, and they hold on to the ministry of healing through laying on of 

hands, and this has a profound aspect to their spirituality. 

The early leaders of these churches had men and women who were predominantly 

well educated and who maintained their close connections with traditional African 

ruling class (1997:216-218). 

“Members of our churches are the poorest of the poor, the people with the lowest 

jobs or with no jobs at all. We are what they call the working class, when people 

become highly educated and begin to earn big salaries they usually leave our 

churches” says Ngada and Mofokeng (1997:219). 

The spiritual churches are the second group in the African Indigenous Churches, 

they surface as followers of a prophet, men and women who had acquired a 

personal position on account of their healing or preaching within the mission church. 

They occasionally began as a clear schism within the mission churches, but clearly 

not related to its hierarchy or regular ministry and come to withdrawing from it due to 

African spirituality (Hastings 1979:68). 

In Hastings it is recorded that among these African Indigenous Churches there are 

those such as the Church of the AmaNazaretha. Men such as Isaiah Shembe who is 

its founder who has died in 1935 even with internal and leadership disputes, 

However the AIC surprisingly survive the death of their founders, and grew in 

numbers and stabilized themselves with years (1979:67). 

Leadership among the Shembe and in the Nazareth church is perceived to hold a 

sacred position, It is reported that a five year leadership dispute in the Nazareth 

church between Mduduzi Shembe the son of the late Vimbeni Shembe and his uncle 

Vela Shembe, came to an end when the KwaZulu-Natal High Court in Durban ruled 
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that Vela Shembe is the rightful leader of the Nazareth Baptist Church. 

 

This was done in accordance in line with the church constitution, which was adopted 

in 1999; Vimbeni nominated his successor in writing and left the deed of nomination 

with his attorney, Zwelabantu Buthelezi. 

The court concluded that Mduduzi failed to show on the balance of probability that 
there had been an oral nomination that Vimbeni`s son, Mduduzi was the rightful heir 
to the throne. 2 
  
It is assumed therefore that church leadership is not a decision that can or should be 

taken by the court because it is a spiritual decision and it is depending on the 

congregation's faith and dogma. 

Munroe further defines “leadership as the capacity to influence others through 

inspiration motivated by a passion, generated by a vision, produced by a conviction, 

ignited by a purpose” (2005:54). 

According to Swartbooi the Rev EJ Marumo had a gift of healing ministry which he 

discovered as a minister in the (PCA) Presbyterian Church of Africa and as a result 

of his popularity as a minister of religion practicing faith healing, his followers called 

themselves “Bafolisi” meaning people who pray for others. 

The organization was named African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church and Rev 

E.J.Marumo was then nominated and elected the moderator during a convention 

held on the 12th September 1908 at Harrismith (APBC 1915:6; APBC 1979:02; 

Swartbooi 2014:3). 

He continued with his healing ministry throughout the country, his last days were 

spent in the district of Reitz until on the 13th October 1918 when he got sick and 

passed on, and was buried at Reitz location, his funeral was arranged by then an 

Ordained Evangelist AL Molaba (APBC 1979:2; Swartbooi 2014:8). 

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church grew in membership and organizational 

structure. It reserved the Presbyterian system of church governance which places 

her prime authority in a particular office and lays less emphasis on the individual 

office bearer or officeholder. It rather emphasises a series of representative bodies 

                                                           
2 Khoza, A. 2016. Tears as court rules in Shembe church dispute. News24, 2016-10-19. https://news24wire/ 
Tears as court rules in Shembe church dispute. Date of access: 10/6/17 
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that exercise authority. 

 

The kirk session (local church) is the lowest court of the Presbyterian Church 

composing of the preaching elders and the minister in charge as the presiding officer 

and the ruling elders are elected by the local congregation.  

In the denominational context the presbytery includes all ordained ministers and 

teaching elders and one ruling elder from each session. Above it is the synod which 

is followed by the General Assembly3  

According to Mohapi in Maloma the Presbyterian system of Church governance 

meets the criteria of the Apostolic Church (2011:135).   

In Coertze it is pointed out that leadership is about the power to fulfill God`s dream, 

the power of making choices and decision and to heed God`s call and becoming 

God`s partners, and The Church needs such kind of leaders that will be in a position 

to influence and assist corporations and governments to become God`s partners 

(2005:88). 

Ngada & Mofokeng in Coertze gives a further illustration of the type of leadership 

within the African Indigenous Churches, relating to those in a leadership position as 

ordinary people just like the other members of the church, who live among them and 

share in their suffering and experiencing the consequence of oppression. Leaders in 

the African Indigenous Churches are most often ordinary labourers living in the 

townships, villages and squatter camps with the people who suffer (2005:101). 

According to Munroe leaders are ordinary people who have accepted extraordinary 

circumstances or they are placed under extraordinary circumstances that bring forth 

their hidden potential, producing a character that inspires confidence and trust within 

others (2005:79). 

Naidoo maintains that theological training is unique to ordained ministry compared to 

other professional education since vocation to ordained ministry involves a call from 

God, as well as a call from the church, to determine appropriateness for ordination. 

Ordination sets people apart for a particular leadership role; it requires ordinands to 

openly and publicly affirm their willingness to let the church play a major role in their 

life. 

                                                           
3 https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/kirk-session retrieved on the 10/06/2017 
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It moulds and shapes their identity; hence an ordained person has a unique identity 

that comes with conforming oneself to a particular ministry as a servant of the 

gospel. 

It is further recited that authentic Christian leadership is not determined by the self-

interests of the individual leader but rather the self-giving nature of leadership 

characterized by humility and obedience to represent Christ to the Church and to the 

world. 

The Church is perceived as a distinctive and historical community that nurtures its 

values through corporate worship and shared discipleship forming a disposition of 

the heart of Christianity (2012:6-7). 

Stott in his book about the living Church, implants a need for a radical conservative 

Church, a body of Christian community that will conserve what scriptures requires 

from a Church which is radical and that will conserve both tradition and conventional 

culture of the Church, because scripture is unchangeable  and culture is subjected to 

modification (2007:17).   

He further argues that every authentic preacher must be called, equipped and 

anointed by God, therefore the concept of a self –appointed, self-made preacher is 

weird.  

The New Testament according to St. Paul teaches ten conditions that are listed for 

eligibility for the presbyterate or “eldership” of which nine of them are said to be 

moral and spiritual. Only one could be classified as professional namely didaktikos, 

According to I Timothy 3:2 “A church leader must be without fault; he must have only 

one wife, be sober, self-controlled, and orderly; he must welcome strangers in his 

home; he must be able to teach” (Bible 1977) that’s having the gift for teaching. 

Stott holds to the view that the Church has no freedom to ordain those whom God 

has not called and they do not possess any gift, ordination refers to public 

acknowledgement that God has called a candidate to a particular ministry; it is jointly 

conducted with public commissioning to exercise the ministry to which they are 

called and gifted (2007:112).     

4.2. The power struggles in the church 
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Originally the main feature of the African Indigenous Churches is assumed that 

leadership positions are not attained either by educational training or birth, but 

leadership positions is a product of the Holy Spirit (Mosala in West 1991:194). 

According to Amanze in Nkomazana & Lanner the African Indigenous Churches are 

a breakaway originally from the mainline churches and later from other African 

Indigenous Churches, and these breakaways are results of a number of factors. 

New churches begin because of leadership disputes, financial irregularities, doctrinal 

differences, corruption of church leadership, a desire to make money from their ever 

increasing membership, an urge for spiritual renewal, faith healing and other motive 

(2007:24). 

According to Makhubu the question of leadership positions in the African Indigenous 

Churches is a complex issue with no straightforward resolution, it is presumed that 

there is evidence of first generation of these leaders who went abroad to study, and 

came back to influence the indigenous churches, such persons as Mzimba, the 

founder of the Presbyterian Church of Africa and Dwane the founder of the Order of 

Ethiopia and many more others that are not mentioned (1988:98). 

Indigenization in the mainline churches included the development of local leadership, 

in most missionary churches local leaders were groomed to take over the leadership 

system and structure that was pre missionary in some instances, missionary 

churches responded to this transition of indigenization by filling in the vacant 

leadership positions with local personnel.  

This system was not genuine, it was a responsive approach to a new type of 

indigenous leadership while the church system and leadership composition remained 

western and mission orientated.  

A church is assumed to be indigenous when it is self-governing, self-supporting and 

self-propagating and indigenous in leadership, the indigenization of the missionary 

leadership system collapsed as the management and financial support of the system 

were withdrawn (Nkomazana & Lanner 2007:350). 

In comparison to the second and third generation leaders few of the AIC`s were 

involved in ecumenical movements, the African Indigenous Church leadership felt 

inferior and incompetent to participate in ecumenical proceedings due to language 

barrier.  
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They felt deserted when elections for office bearers were conducted in the executive 

positions, therefore it is noted that it was very rare to have an office bearer from 

indigenous church leaders. 

Makhubu further conveys that in the 1950`s the Ethiopian type of church made the 

majority of the African Indigenous Churches and it had a more enlightened 

leadership, to which other African Indigenous Churches looked up to (1998:10). 

Initially leaders were chosen through elections in the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church, same situation was applicable the Rev EJ Marumo was elected at a meeting 

held at Bethlehem on February 1916. 

It was a requirement of the native commissioner and hence an executive committee 

was elected at a meeting held at Bethlehem on the 22nd December 1916 (Swartbooi 

2014:04). 

Swartbooi further points out that after the death of Rev EJ Marumo a second synod 

was convened at Kestell to elect his successor and the Rev John Henry Mokalapa 

was elected by Rev TD Magwaza.  

The main reason behind the schisms is the dispute over leadership position and in 

many African Indigenous Churches such familiarities of schisms is common. 

There are divisions within the same church where different congregants’ embraces 

different leadership pattern while others hold to the view that church leadership 

should remain within the family lineage and others are of the view that any qualified 

person should be democratically elected (Makhubu 1998:11). 

It is assumed that the Rev Asia Marumo and the Rev Manasseh Mokalapa faction 

were of the view that church leadership should remain in the family lineage, This is 

evident over their continues enquiries as regards to the purchase and registration of 

church sites no 82 and 93 Harrismith, which were registered in the name of Rev HJ 

Mokalapa as the moderator of the APBC on the 15 June 1937 (Swartbooi 2014:32). 

The Rev Asia Marumo also propelled a dispute over the said sites that they 

belonged to his late father, the Rev EJ Marumo therefore both sites are to be 

bequeathed to his mother Alina Marumo and should be registered in her name. 

The Rev Asia Marumo received a response from the Harrismith municipality advising 

him that in principle the local magistrate or commissioner of native affairs has the 

jurisdiction to handle such issues and conflicts not the High Court (Swartbooi 
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2014:32). 

When Rev Asia Marumo further disregarded the election of moderator HJ Gaba, 

which is reported was held on the 12th April 1974, thereafter Rev Asia approached 

the Reitz magistrate claiming the leadership position. 

He opposed the elections on the grounds that he was destined to succeed his father 

when he became of age. He argued that Rev HJ Gaba was meant to act on his 

behalf until he became of age.  

He further argued that moderator JH Mokalapa designated himself to the leadership 

position; because he was a minor when his father passed on.  however it is reported 

that the Reitz magistrate confirmed the leadership of moderator HJ Gaba and the 

court instructed the Rev Asia Marumo to work with the moderator Gaba (Swartbooi 

2014:46). 

It is recorded that the Rev Asia Marumo later on notified Pretoria that he was the 

bishop of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, and as a leader of the church 

moderators are under his leadership.  

It was during an Easter convention on the 13th April 1979 at Odendaalsrus, after a 

long deliberation an agreement was reached. Rev Asia Marumo signed a letter 

confirming out of his free will, he handed over the leadership position of the church to 

Rev MJ Moloi, and a letter was posted to Pretoria. 

The same dispute led to the formation of the office of bishop, and on the 25th August 

1983, the son of the late Rev Manasseh Mokalapa, John Mokalapa instituted an 

application to the High Court in Bloemfontein. 

Contending that on the 25th December 1982 he was elected the moderator of the 

African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church in a synod that was held at Harrismith. 

It should be noted that John Mokalapa in his dispute for leadership position he was 

of the opinion that he became heir and is entitled to the position, claiming he 

succeeded his father the late Rev Manasseh Mokalapa, who succeeded Rev Henry 

John Mokalapa.  

The second point of his argument was based on the limited educational background 

of the then church leader as not qualifying to the requirements laid by the 

government for registration and recognition of churches and marriage officers. 

This situation led to the formation of archbishop, and in 1986 elections was 
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scratched out since then (Swartbooi 2014:53). 

4.3 The court's intervention in ecclesiastical disputes. 

The church has the tendency to seek relief from the courts for her disputes and 

ecclesiastical issues, and ignoring her position of authority, as an institution of 

authority instituted by God. 

Leadership position has become an act not a calling. The contemporary church 

leaders have a challenge to discover their purpose and reason for their existence.  

Lee in Maloma argues that leadership is a calling from God to his people in the 

church, leaders are called to a position and secondly they are called to a relationship 

with other leaders and their followers. 

The Church consists of people who are entrusted with skills and knowledge that is 

necessary for her wellbeing and administrative purposes (2011:84). 

Daneel in Cuthbertson et.al notes that the death of the founding leader of a church 

causes problems with succession, the founding fathers are assumed to have a 

strong vision on the church and they are able to keep the church together until when 

they pass on. Then things began to fall apart and the members vision becomes 

weakened (2003:150).   

It is reported in Swartbooi that in principle the local magistrate or commissioner for 

black affairs were the ones that had the jurisdiction to handle church disputes, 

therefore it was not necessary to approach the High Court (2014:32). 

However it is assumed that the African Indigenous Churches end up in circular 

courts over leadership succession disputes, because the majority of them had 

neglected their ecclesiastical organization and institutional structures and 

disregarded provisions of denominational administrative structure of the mission 

churches and they rather focused on African spirituality. 

In New African Methodist Episcopal Church in the Republic of Namibia v Kooper (A 

293/2013) [2015], the judge brought into the open the argument that was even more 

fundamental issue to be addressed, whether this court has jurisdiction to hear this 

case, and to deal with ecumenical issues. 

In the Court of Appeal of the Republic of Botswana in Manzini and Others v Guta Ra 

Mwari Church the Court held that ‘”It is not for us to decide who is right and who is 
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wrong in this theological/administrative dispute between the church members”. 

The judge recited the judgment by M.T. Steyn J in Motaung v Makubela and Another 

NNO; Motaung v Mothiba NO from The Botswana Court of Appeal that, ‘A court of 

law will however not interfere, even when there has been a clear infringement of the 

constitutional rules of a voluntary association, unless such interference is necessary 

to protect some civil right or interest.’ 

According to Nussbaum in Cuthbertson et.al the African Indigenous Churches may 

be unique and not imitated ecclesiastical organization and structure from their 

missionary churches. Ecclesiastical church government in the African indigenous 

churches is not about power and rank but rather about maintaining healthy 

relationships among its membership (2003:88). 

The African Indigenous Churches are popular with difficulties and conflicts rather 

than success. In the area of self- government they encourage an open passage to 

criticize leaders. When such a platform exists critics are chased out of the church 

and then a split is experienced. 

It is assumed that a church may be self-governing for decades without doing any 

self-critical reflection and tie the knots with disputes about its form of government or 

about which individuals should hold which position in leadership and such a church 

would be devious and undeveloped. 

As Daneel mentioned earlier in Cuthbertson et.al that when the founding fathers of a 

church passes on through death or removal, things tend to fall apart and the vision 

tends to become watered down. 

An illustration is given of Brander, who had a clear idea of what he meant by 

“catholic” doctrine in the Ethiopian Catholic Church in Zion, and after his death a 

later leader was applying for government recognition, he explained that the reason 

for separating from the mother church was preference for “catholic” over Methodist 

doctrine. and He further acknowledged that he had no clear idea of what it meant; it 

was merely what he found written in the preamble to the church's constitution.  

It is further noted that since the 1960`s the importance of apostolic succession has 

been decreasing among the Anglicans in South Africa and there was a trend towards 

intercommunion with non –episcopal churches.  

This gave way to Ethiopian type of churches to defend their claim to have apostolic 

succession through contact with the Easter, Coptic or Ethiopian Churches 
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(2003:150-151). 

The Episcopal system of government a church is administered by archbishops and 

bishops, and provides for a succession of bishops and their rule over subordinates 

ministries, this is allude to (Mohapi in Maloma 2011:134). 

According to Swartbooi, Asia Marumo notified Pretoria that he has assumed the 

leadership position of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, after   moderator HJ 

Gaba has withdrawn and that the church is led by office of a bishop in accordance to 

Episcopal tradition. 

And therefore moderators would serve under his office as a bishop, it is reported that 

changing of title and office of church leaders created dissatisfaction among senior 

ministers but reluctantly they accepted it. 

Swartbooi narrates that later on Asia Marumo voluntarily handed over the leadership 

position and his bishopric title to MJ Moloi on the 13 April 1979 during an Easter 

Convention. 

Therefore the office of bishop was interpreted to be equivalent to that of a “president” 

because the late moderator AL Molaba preferred the title of a president in his 

correspondences with Pretoria, (2014:32). 

In the matter between MJ Mokalapa and AL Molaba, Swartbooi records that in the 

appeal hearings the court agreed with the appellant that the defendant AL Molaba 

did not have the minutes of the council as proof that the defendant had the authority 

and power to act and sue on behalf of the church. 

And he had nothing to proof that he was acceptably elected moderator and had the 

authority given to him by the synod, or quarterly minister`s and elder`s conference of 

acting and to sue. 

The court concluded that the defendant failed to prove that the appellant was elected 

in an irregular manner. It came in the absence of a proper church constitution 

(2014:35). 

 

It is cited in Swartbooi that the Native Appeal Court in its judgement it was not either 

satisfied to formally declare that the Rev AL Molaba is solely a proper authorized 

person to sue on behalf of the church and furthermore, the very same court It could 

not however find that Rev Manasseh Mokalapa`s election was regular and 
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constitutional (2014:35, 36).  

 

Therefore the Church was divided to fractions that included immovable and movable 

properties, both leaders had the onus to prove to the courts that the opposite fraction 

was not elected constitutionally using the same poor constitution. 

It seems that an advice was given to the church that since the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church had no legal persona in the absence of a fully clad constitution, the 

church does not have any recourse to a court of law to solve their disputes.  

The Acting Judge Masuku held in the matter between New African Methodist 

Episcopal Church in the Republic of Namibia v Kooper (A 293/2013) [2015], that it 

must be specifically noted that the status of the constitution as a binding document 

has been placed an issue, and that the constitution is valid and binding. 

Therefore based on the supremacy of the said binding document of the church, there 

is no criterion set out in the constitution, or any other document of the 1st applicant, 

including its articles of association, which the court could consider and exercise in 

determining whether the 2nd applicant is suitable or meets same. 

The Presbyterian system of church governance assigns primary authority in a 

particular office and less emphasis on the individual office and office holder but 

rather on the series of representative bodies that exercise authority, that’s the kirk 

session, presbytery, and synod. 

Church leaders should pursue leadership style  and church government system that 

is in line  with scriptures , The Presbyterian form of church government stands out as 

being closer to the New Testament this is conferred by (Mohapi in Maloma 

2011:135-136). 

In the latest court case between the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern 

Africa and Motjopi Amos Moloi and others 3248/2015, in the High Court of South 

Africa, Free State Division, and Bloemfontein the court ordered the respondents and 

any other person is interdicted and prohibited from using the name of The African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa.  

 

To cease passing themselves and/ or their organization off as being anyway or 

manner associated/affiliated to the applicant, its founding father EJ Marumo and the 
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applicant Church that he founded in 1908. 

 

 

4.4 Succession plan 

The denominational traditions have a unique challenge in leadership succession, the 

denominational structure and type of church governance has an impact on a smooth 

transition depending on the type of denomination. 

It is further argued that the independent and free churches traditions have a great 

advantage in the process of leadership change. 

Thumma and Travis maintain that a change in Church leadership can be 

challenging, it could lead to a significant decline or growth after a leadership change 

and possibly to a church breakup (Maloma 2011:153). 

Maloma further argues that in a scenario where a new leader is appointed from the 

leadership team that is already being established within the church, the transition is a 

sign of growth and it advantages to curb break up. It is in the advantage of the 

Church leadership to have such leader who knows the culture and ethos of the 

organization. 

It is common that the Church governing leadership or council aspire for continuity 

with the present direction of the church, in a situation whereby an outsider is brought 

to the church after a wide search it is a sign that the church is seeking a change in 

direction, and as a consequence both directions can lead to a greater levels of 

conflict between pastoral direction and church, and at the same phase the transition 

could be smooth and successful. 

According to Swartbooi it is acknowledged that when a new leader is appointed from 

a leadership team that is already established the transaction becomes smooth, 

hence the 1974 synod agreed to elect the Rev HJ Gaba who was the vice moderator 

to  substitute the Rev AL Molaba as moderator after his  death(2014:45). 

It is assumed that since April 1969 Rev HJ Gaba was the vice moderator to the late 

Rev AL Molaba, and was elected as the moderator of the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church with communal votes and there were no internal disputes. 

It is affirmed that there was stability within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 
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during the five year term of office of moderator, Rev HJ Gaba, and it is noted that 

even after his retirement he played a crucial role in bringing stability to the Church 

(APBC 1979:2; Swartbooi 2014:49). 

 

The leadership style of Rev HJ Gaba affirmed that leadership needs to be defined 

and understood in company of the mission and vision of the church, it  could never 

exist in the glorification or the personal development of the leader, rather that 

leadership exist to make possible a preferred future (vision) for your followers 

(Maloma 2011:86). 

Smith in Maloma challenges the traditional way of leadership from the front and 

argues that leaders must learn to be followers if they are to be successful leaders, 

they should rely on the capacity and insight of their followers, and at the same time 

they should set direction, make decisions and inspire commitment to their followers. 

Maloma asserts that leaders are called to build team spirit and structure, most 

leadership teams that are successful involves other people and inspire a family like 

attitude which produces a team with  friendship spirit, a successful organization is 

founded on an effective leadership  (2011:80). 

As Swartbooi remarked, “even   after he retired the Rev HJ Gaba still played a 

crucial part in bringing stability to the church, the moderator and his assistant the 

Rev MJ Moloi, who succeeded him helped each other, and thus the reason that the 

Rev NS Maboya  did not leave the church during moderator Gaba`s leadership term” 

(2014:49). 

Therefore as per Swartbooi remarks it is assumed that there were no schisms 

experienced during moderator Gaba term of office as the moderator of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church.  

Maloma`s study concentrated specifically on megachurches and a few of the 

research participants believed that a succession plan should concentrate around the 

family of the leading pastor They expressed concern about the need to leave a 

family legacy. 

Meanwhile the other members of the same research participants are of the view that 

a leadership succession should be planned around the vision and the mission of the 

church. 
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4.5 The Conclusion 

The African Church is so distinctive to the missionary churches that it embodies both 

the outward form, structure, theology and the original name of her mother church. It 

is inventive enough to create a new name for itself and preserve their African cultural 

at the same time.  

The leadership concept has been defined in detail but in this context of an African 

indigenous community or church, it means being well trained and equipped to lead 

the church of God.  

Church leaders should pursue leadership style and church government system that 

is in line with scripture, and the Presbyterian form of church government stands out 

as being closer to the New Testament. 

It should be taken into consideration that leadership is a calling in accordance to 

God's sovereign will and that leadership is a calling from God to his people in the 

church.  Leaders are called to a position and a relationship with other leaders and 

their followers. 

A lot of other African Indigenous Churches experienced a series of schisms and the 

main reason behind the schism is a dispute over leadership position. There are 

factions of the same church that embrace the thought that church leadership should 

remain in the family lineage. 

Church leadership is not a decision that can or should be taken by the court; who is 

the next leader? It is a spiritual decision and it is depending on the doctrine and the 

constitution of one’s faith and tradition of the church. 

Therefore the same deliberation still exists in the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church. The one faction believes that a leadership position in the church is 

hereditary and the other that any qualified person who meets the criteria should be 

democratically nominated and elected. 

It has been the inherited from the humble beginning that a moderator and his 

executive are nominated and elections are held every five years in accordance to the 

Presbyterian Church model of governance. 
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Chapter Five: The disintegration of the Church (disobedience leads 

to disunity) 

5.1 Introduction  

The Ethiopian churches or the African Independent Churches exhibited expansion of 

churches centered on the individual inspiration of a prophetic founder. Many of AIC`s 

are modelled on the Zionist pattern and others have no real or pretend connection 

with Zionism. 

Ethiopian Christian denominations are modelled by fission (splitting) from white 

control missionary churches on the part of the emergent educated middle class in 

Christian community.  

Zionism appears to be a reaction to and adaptation of Christianity on the part of the 

relatively uneducated working class, the impoverished urban masses and they all 

have a common distinct tendency to incorporate features of African religion. 

The national statistics reported that 28 percent of the African population belonged to 

the African Independent Churches, and that was over a third of Christians (Kritzinger 

in Prozesky 1990:22). 

The continual schism and the prevalence of sectarianism within Christian ranks, 

explains the disappointment and dissatisfaction among South African Christians with 

the principle of opening up fresh leadership opportunities through schism. Sustained 

schism marked the Ethiopian movement or African Independent Churches (Kiernan 

in Prozesky 1990:22, 23). 

Swartbooi notes that in 1974 when Rev HJ Gaba was elected the moderator of the 

African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, synod members were supportive to his 

leadership and there were no conflicts. 

In 1978 when the term of office of Rev HJ Gaba as the moderator of the church 

came to an end, then the vice moderator the Rev MJ Moloi during a synod meeting 

was elected and took over as the 5th moderator (2014:48). 
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5.2 The 1979 disintegration of the Church 

The conduct of Moderator Rev P Hlakotsa was unconstitutional when he laid a 

charge against Catherine Mokalapa, the wife to late Manasseh Mokalapa. This led to 

the disintegration of church in 1979. He presumed to have legal standing as the vice 

moderator.  

He was pursuing and circulating as a Moderator of the Church implying that he has a 

right and duty to occupy the manse, and that Catherine must vacate the church 

house, site no.245 at Harrismith location.  

It is reported that on the 26th July 1979, Rev P Hlakotsa and Cathrine Mokalapa 

reached an out of court settlement stipulating that she will vacate the house before 

the 30th of September of the same year. 

It is further noted that the Rev MJ Moloi and NG Swartbooi both approach the court 

to intervene at the best interest of the Church; they approached the prosecutor 

informing him that Rev P Hlakotsa acted unconstitutionally because he does not 

accede to the authority and responsibility in accordance to the constitution of the 

Church to prosecute and sue on behalf of the church. 

Rev MJ Moloi and NG Swartbooi mediated on behalf of Catherine Mokalapa, and a 

written agreement between Catherine Mokalapa and mediators was handed to the 

court that she would vacate the manse in December 1979, not in September as it 

was agreed upon with Rev P Hlakotsa and the agreement was filed with the 

prosecutor (2014:56). 

Swartbooi notes that the Church disciplinary procedures were instigated and 

scheduled for the 22nd September 1979 at Bothaville, against the Rev P Hlakotsa to 

a Church Council hearing.  

The Rev P Hlakotsa did not attend to his defense from charges laid against him and 

therefore the Church Council suspended him from his position as Moderator. 

Pretoria was notified of the outcome of the Church Council decision. 

Rev P Hlakotsa proceeded with the legal proceedings against Catherine Mokalapa, 

disregarding and defying the decision of the Church Council, he argued that 

Catherine has undermined the out of court agreement and the case was heard at the 

Harrismith magistrate court on the 14th November 1979. 
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The mediators came and testified against the complainant. They argued that the Rev 

P Hlakotsa is suspended as moderator because of defying the decision of the 

Church Council.  That he has no authority and obligation in according to the 

constitution to persecute and to sue. 

They pointed out that the Rev P Hlakotsa is not the head of the Church in 

accordance with the 1979 constitution. The Church is led by a Bishop the Rev MJ 

Moloi (2014:57). 

In the matter between the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church vs Catherine 

Mokalapa (case 17/82, Swartbooi 2014:58) the Church was compelled to take action 

against the respondent to vacate the church house. 

On the 20th March 1982 the sheriff removed John Mokalapa’s properties from the 

manse and persecuted him for not complying with the order of the court. He 

appealed against the court order in the Supreme Court Appeal in Bloemfontein.  

In the appeal case between  John Mokalapa vs Jeremiah Moloi (Case no 83/2990) 

as cited  (Swartbooi 2014:58) , it is pointed out that John Mokalapa appealed in court  

and argued in his presentation papers that the leadership of the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church is hereditary. 

John Mokalapa in his defense related his story that while he was undergoing 

theological training at a theological seminary, his father Manasseh Mokalapa passed 

on. 

Therefore he is entitled to inherit the leadership of the church, tracing the leadership 

of this church from his grandfather John Henry Mokalapa, due to circumstances of 

his training at a Bible School, the synod therefore elected the Rev MM Mokoena to 

be an interim Moderator. 

John Mokalapa`s attorneys based their argument on a letter from Pretoria that 

pointed out that Rev MJ Moloi lacked recognized qualifications as required by 

government for the church to be recognized and ministers designated as marriage 

officers. 

Rev MJ Moloi`s attorney`s responded and argued that Manassah Mokalapa was not 

elected procedurally in accordance to the constitution of the Church and hence he 

could not lead the church. 
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The outcome of the case was that the two fractions overlook the leadership matter 

and negotiate to divide the property of the church. 

Swartbooi points out that due to a high legal costs on previous court lawsuits the 

African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church struggled to pay their attorney`s the total sum of 

R6 942.12 and had an outstanding balance of R3 489.20. 

The election of Rev NG Swartbooi to the office of Bishop had a negative impact to 

the administration of the church. It failed to pay the outstanding balance because it 

assumed to have paid up the attorney`s account. However correspondence was not 

handled appropriately.  

A letter of demand was sent to Rev PZ Tsatsi the Secretary General of the church on 

the 17th June 1987 notifying that a church building was to be sold to recover the 

outstanding balance of R3 489.20. 

However notice was ignored and on the 28th of September 1987, the Harrismith 

Church building was auctioned and Mr. Jonas Moloi purchased it (2014:60).  

5.3 In the matter between African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church vs A 

Letsika (Case No 253/1980). 

On the 3rd of May 1980 the Rev MJ Moloi who was the bishop of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church transferred the Rev Letsika to Steynrus, for absenting 

himself from the Church meetings and it was alleged that he has associated with 

Rev P Hlakotsa, who was suspended and dismissed from the Church. 

On the 28th of July 1980 both the Rev NG Swartbooi who was the General Secretary 

and Bishop MJ Moloi visited the Vrede Municipality to notify the municipal manager 

that Rev Letsika has been transferred to Steynrus. 

On the next Sunday service the two leaders in the company of Rev Dukwana went to 

Vrede notifying the congregation that the Rev Letsika has been transferred to 

Steynrus congregation. 

It is recited in Swartbooi that Rev Letsika resisted to vacate the pastoral charge and 

Church manse, and take his new appointment and relocate to Steynrus, however his 

conduct as a minister of religion to refuse to take his new pastoral charge, compelled 

the Church to charge Rev Letsika at Vrede Magistrate court for misconduct, non-

compliance and insubordination to ecclesiastical orders. 
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It is reported that the Vrede magistrate court judgement was in favour of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church and Rev Letsika was ordered to vacate the manse and 

take his new appointment consequently his goods were sold to pay costs of the case 

(2014:61). 

5.4 The 1985 schism of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church 

Swartbooi describes out a full picture behind the breakaway of the Church that led to 

the formation of the New African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of South Africa, which 

was led by the Rev NS Maboya in 1985.   

The Rev NS Maboya was charged for not taking directives from Bishop MJ Moloi 

and consequently a Church council meeting was scheduled for the 21st of September 

1979 and it requested the two clergy to change their behaviour. 

According to Swartbooi the main reason for the conflict was personal conflict 

between the two clergy more than a matter of ecclesiastical disobedience hence it is 

reported that the following year a Church Council assembled on the 30th march 1980. 

The Rev NS Maboya laid a complaint against Bishop MJ Moloi, that QwaQwa as a 

pastoral charge under his care was divided into four congregations  

1. Mmakwane congregation 

2. Dithotaneng congregation 

3. Phuthaditjhaba congregation 

4. Monontsha congregation and assigned to the Rev Lebotsa 

The Rev MJ Moloi responded to this complaint laid to the Church Council, that due to 

the growth of the church membership in QwaQwa as a pastoral charge it required 

the service of a second minister hence, he appointed the Rev Lebotsa to the above 

mentioned congregations. 

The Rev NS Maboya was not pleased with the outcome of the Church Council which 

was in favour of Bishop Moloi.He consulted the kirk session concerning the outcome 

of the church Council, and the latter advised him that the kirk session does not has 

precedence over the Church Council decision and findings.  
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Swartbooi further narrates that the General Secretary received a letter of complaints 

from Rev NS Maboya dated the 7th April 1981 laying a charge of defamation of his 

character against Rev MJ Moloi, 

The other complaint was that local Congregation Council is displeased with the 

division of one huge local congregation into several local congregations to the 

pastoral care of Rev Lebotsa. 

On the 17th April the same year a Church Council assembled and the two clergy 

were summoned to appear before it; the responded in his defense presented new 

evidence i.e. 

(1) A letter addressed to Rev G Gaba from Rev NS Maboya accusing him that he is 

a thief and a communist, threatening that he would not pay his dues and attends the 

conference as expected. (2) A letter addressed to Rev Jonas Mahanke was 

presented stating that Rev MJ Moloi is a thief. (3) A letter from a Women's Prayer 

Spes Bona member without a church stamp. 

The Church Council received a letter of complaint from Rev NS Maboya and 

evangelist Alfred Tsatsi accusing Bishop MJ Moloi that he is a thief and that he is not 

familiar with the administration and doctrine of the church. 

The Rev NS Maboya did not deny the allegations against him and consequently the 

Church Council disciplined both the defendants with a six months suspension from 

their respective ministries. 

The defendant in this matter namely the Rev NS Maboya refused to comply with the 

decision of the Church Council and continued with his pastoral duties. Legal court 

proceedings that took over a year, was persuaded to resolve the dispute between 

Rev NS Maboya and Bishop MJ Moloi. 

The dispute between Rev NS Maboya and Bishop MJ Moloi worsened between the 

two clergy persons, that on the 29th of September 1981 bishop Moloi accompanied 

the sheriff to Rev NS Maboya residence to collect church books. 

The dispute was reported to the local traditional chief for his intervention, regarding 

keys of the church that were in possession of Rev NS Maboya. the matter worsened 

that a physical fight took place. 
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Rev NS Maboya sustained injuries, and a criminal assault charge was laid against 

Bishop MJ Moloi, who was found guilty and arrested. On appeal his sentence was 

overturned. 

On the 12th of April 1985 the Rev NS Maboya headed a breakaway from African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church and wrote an application letter to the Director General 

for cooperation and development of his intention to establishing and registering a 

new Church. 

“The New African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa” was filed as 

P120/4/5751.He registered the church as established on the 6th April 1978. It is 

assumed that the Rev NS Maboya breakaway from the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church was due to disregarding Bishop MJ Moloi as a leader(Swartbooi 2014:64). 

5.5 Disunity within the Church 

The Church of Christ is one and must be seen to be one, and the reason for her to 

be in unity is assumed to be associated to the mission of the original Church. 

According to John 17:20-23 Jesus prayed for the church, “I pray not only for them, 

but also for those who believe in me, because of their message, I pray that they may 

all be one”. 

Father! May they be in us, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they be one, 

so that the world will believe that you sent me. I gave them the same glory you gave 

me, so that they may be one, just as you and I are one:  

I in them and you in me, so that they may be completely one, in order that the world 

may know that you sent me and that you love them as you love me ”(Bible, New 

International Version 1977: 141) .  

It is cited and acknowledged that the world of Jesus as the Messiah and Lord is 

directly linked to the unity of the church and further that as the world does not 

possess an organ to perceive spiritual unity, the unity of the church has to be visible.   

South Africa is known as denominational mission field, it has all the confessional and 

theological divisions of the world that has been transplanted by the missionaries, and 

including the continual rupture and propensity among the African Independent 

Churches, however to date these disputes are a serious obstacle to effective mission 

(Saayman in Prozesky 1990:34).  
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On the 12th April 1985 the New African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern 

Africa was established and registered with the Department of Cooperation and 

Development, and was registered as P120//4/5751(Swartbooi 2014:64).  

It is reported  that on the 6th of January 1991 Rev MJ Moloi came with a letter from 

Pretoria, which recited that Rev Asia Marumo to be  the head of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa (Swartbooi 2014:64). 

In the High Court of South Africa,Free State Division, in the matter between African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v MJ Moloi and Another (3775-

2009), The Rev NG Swartbooi approached the courts seeking relief that he be 

declared a constitutionally elected leader by a synod, and the archbishop of the 

above mention church that was convened in April at Wesselsbron and further 

seeking the court to order and prohibit the respondents the Rev MJ Moloi from 

continuing to minister the church as its archbishop and Mr. DS Mkhwanazi as its 

General Secretary. 

The Rev NG Swartbooi in his affidavits affirmed to the court that in the synods held 

between 2008 and 2009 it was decided and voted that the Rev MJ Moloi to retire 

based that He has become very old, and the first respondent Rev MJ Moloi 

contested and held that He remains the archbishop of the same church, contesting 

that he never shown and declared to have retired or resigned from office. 

Therefore there was a leadership dispute between Rev MJ Moloi and Rev NG 

Swartbooi for the leadership position of archbishop in the same church, the court in 

this case advised that domestic remedies have to be exhausted in resolving this 

conflict and disputes. 

The court through affidavits heard and it was established that in the beginning a 

leader in the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church was elected for a 5 years periodic 

term. It was until 1988 when the Rev MJ Moloi second term in office expired that 

elections were stopped. 

The periodic determination of a leader through elections was abolished when the 

constitution of the church was amended on the 16th December 1989; it was 

confirmed that the church leadership was exaggerated to life time period.   

Therefore a leader would vacate office and succeeded by a new one as a result of 

death or when declared incapacity to perform his duties, and so based on the court 

affirmations and evidence it is crystal clear that from 1989 the African Presbyterian 
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Bafolisi Church system of church governance deviated from its true identity and 

system of governance, as the Presbyterian Church of governance, it adopted an 

became episcopal (Swartbooi 2014:53).   

The court considered the church as a religious organization, and that membership 

into this institution is by freedom of choice, the membership relationship between an 

individual person and the church as an institution is retained voluntarily, based on 

spiritual association characterized by common sharing of identical religious 

conviction (African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of South Africa v M J Moloi 2009).  

The Presbyterian Church system of governance is representational in character 

through its councils while the Episcopal system of church governance is hierarchal. 

The court in this case dealt with the authority of constitution and the governing body 

of which in this context is the synod in the administrative functions of the church in 

resolving disputes and conflicts. 

The Presbyterians believe in the ministry that is representative in character, which all 

ministers that are authorized for the ministry of the word and sacraments, are equally 

in rank and power, ecclesiastical power is invested with a body of representative 

elders in the councils. In the Presbyterian system of church governance  a synod  is 

a council in which the teaching and ruling elders  are vested with the responsibility 

and care of the whole church (Swartbooi 2014:10). 

The court considered the question of quorum for convening the synod, if all members 

of the synod as the supreme council were represented and their credentials 

examined (African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of South Africa v M J Moloi 2009). 

It is assumed that the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa like 

any association is founded on an underlying notion of mutual agreement symbolized 

by an adoption of a constitution, and therefore any member who affiliates to a church 

is expected to subscribe to the fundamental beliefs, rituals, ethos and convictions of 

the said church, because the constitution determines the nature and scope of the 

association`s existence and activities. 

The constitution as a supreme law of the church supplementary prescribes the 

power of the various officials, also to the structural organs of an organization in this 

instance the church, the court in this case further advised that domestic remedies 

have to be exhausted when resolving conflict and disputes, since it predominates 

any resolution of the church. 
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It further demarcates powers to individual officers and structural organs of an 

association, members are bound to the constitution of the church in as the founding 

fathers were, of which it affirmers the infinite life span of the church The court in this 

case examined and weight the balance between the supremacy of the synod as a 

supreme governing body of the church of which it`s resolutions, findings, decisions, 

orders and directions are binding to the whole church in comparison  to the 

supremacy of the constitution which mark out power to both members, officers and 

structural organizations. 

It was concluded that in such a debate a synod decision is subjected to the 

constitution supremacy, it is learned that when a conflict and disputes arises 

between the church and its member’s domestic relief must be exhausted before 

relief and remedy sought in a court of law.   (African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of 

South Africa v M J Moloi 2009). 

5.6 The defiance of the synodical decisions of 2009. 

Among other reasons that lead to the disintegration of the church is experienced 

when the highest officers and the leadership misappropriate church funds for 

personal gains and benefits and resisting to account to their members( Molobi 

2011:6) 

The defiance of the synodical decision led to the fragmentation of the Church in 

2009.it is recited that on the 10th of March 2009 the synod officers went to the bank 

to request a Church financial statement / balance and the financial statement had a 

balance of R18 514, 70 from a R135 737, 00 that was deposited in the last financial 

year and half.  

The court through filed affidavits heard how the Rev MJ Moloi refused to hand over 

statements and account for funds collected at Qwaqwa during the 2009 Conference, 

and the court responded that the church must exhausts its internal remedies before 

seeking redress from the court(African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of South Africa v 

M J Moloi 2009). 

The original constitution provided that the moderator shall be bounded and obliged 

when called upon, either at the Annual Synod or Quarterly Ministers and Elder`s 

Conference, to give a full account and resume of all his transactions, dealing and all 

matters appertaining to his office as moderator in the interest of the 

Church(APBC,1915:6). 
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The section 4(b) provided that among other duties of the moderator is to manage the 

finance of the church with the treasurer of the conference and to make payments 

and withdrawals on the church banking account in the name of the church, and 

section 4(d) further provided that the moderator has a duty to administer and 

oversee the carrying out of all decrees, decisions and orders of the Synod (APBC, 

1915:22). 

The section 7(c) (i) constitution of the said church provides that the Bishop is the 

Chief Official Overseer of the whole church, it is the bishop`s duty to carry out 

effectively the resolution of the synod and administer church affairs and (iii) further 

provides that the bishop shall manage all financial transactions together with both 

the general secretary and the treasure, they all have the duty to report to the synod 

(APBC, 1978:7).  

The section 14.3(1) provided that the arch –bishop is the executive officer of the 

church, (ii) further provided that it was within his duties to carry out effectively all 

decisions, and resolutions of the synod administrative affairs of the church, 

subsection (iv) and (v) provided that he is responsible to manage all financial 

transactions together with the General Secretary and treasurer 

The section 11(d) of the 1989 constitution provides for the suspension of members of 

our ministry when they misuses church monies 

5.7 The 2009 intractable leadership squabble. 

Leadership is deduced as a calling from God to his people; leaders are set apart to a 

position of authority and to a relationship among themselves as leaders and their 

followers (Lee in Maloma 2011:84). 

the 2009 leadership squabble pointed to the parting of the Church between the Rev 

MJ Moloi and the Rev NG Swartbooi in their discussion held on the 3rd of March 

2009, where an application letter to register the APBC with the National Register of 

Independent Churches (NRIC) was brought up to be signed endorsing that Rev MJ 

Moloi is the leader of the Church and Swartbooi reports that he declined to attach his 

signature (Swartbooi 2014:79).  

It is attributed in Swartbooi that between the 5th of April and 20th May 2009 the Rev 

MJ Moloi went to various congregations, announcing that he is the leader of the 

Church, consequently the tussle for leadership between the two clergy became 

crystal clear. 
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A Special Synod was summoned at Bethlehem to amend the constitution on the 4th 

June of 2009. A day before the sitting of the Special Synod the residential minister 

Rev Tsotetsi received a court order prohibiting such a meeting, it declared that 

Swartbooi has no authority to summon such a meeting. 

In the matter between the applicant, Mahlola Jeremiah Moloi in his capacity as the 

representative of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of SA and the 

Respondent, that Mr. Ntleli Gabriel Swartbooi. 

The court order restricted the respondent that he must not convene and preside over 

a church meeting scheduled for the 4th July 2009 in Bethlehem or at any other time 

and place pending the return day, and that the respondent must not perform any of 

the leadership functions of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of SA. 

The court further ordered the respondent to end misleading Church members by 

calling himself Archbishop of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, the 

respondent was summoned to attend a synod meeting called by the applicant on the 

18th July 2009 at Harankopane Village, QwaQwa(Swartbooi 2014:80). 

In principle the Rev NG Swartbooi was excused from the meeting and however a 

provisional and alternative procedure was effectively taken. It was decided that Rev 

SJ Motsitsi should preside as a moderator of the Church, and therefore the meeting 

continued (Swartbooi 2014:81).  

The synod meeting held at Bethlehem accused and charged the Rev MJ Moloi with 

misconduct and summoned him to a disciplinary hearing scheduled for the 18th June 

2009 at Bolata village in QwaQwa. 

In the matter between Mahlola Jeremiah Moloi and the 1st Respondent, Ntja Alfred 

Tsatsi and the 2nd respondents all other reverends and senior members of the 

church. 

The Rev NA Tsatsi was interdicted and restrained from convening a judicial 

committee meeting scheduled for 18th July 2009, and any other gatherings including 

synod, church conference at any branch or circuit, at any other time without the 

instruction of the applicant (2014:82). 

In the Presbyterian Church of Africa v Sihawu and Others (3375/12) [2013] 

ZAECGHC 36 (25 April 2013)  Judge Goosen  pointed out that “One would hope 

however that an appeal to the rationality of the characters to this dispute and those 

legal practitioners who represent them, would cause them to seek a solution other 
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than episodic litigation which appears to serve little purpose other than to entrench 

the enmity and to provide fuel for still more conflict within the Presbyterian Church of 

Africa.”  

The Church may not even have a procedure for exclusion, meaning the Church may 

not even be allowed to remove a member once they have been added to 

membership. 

Time may come for the church to have a member removed, when a church member 

publicly or privately and without repentance lives a lifestyle that is contrary to 

Scriptures.  

The Church needs to amend the bylaws it should not assume that a Church member 

living in unrepentant sin will go down quietly. The largest source of church disputes 

concerns such matters and the provisions of the bylaws regarding how these bylaws 

are to be interpreted and applied; the procedure for application must be precisely 

described in the bylaws. 

5.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have looked at disobedience as the other factor to the historical 

schisms of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa since from 

1978 up to 2010, primarily based to the leadership of the Rev MJ Moloi, who in his 

term of office the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church system of governance and 

order has changed dramatically from Reformed or Presbyterian tradition to Episcopal 

system. 

Relying on written and oral sources it is conclusive that the life and work of the 

majority of the AIC leaders was never smooth because of several allegations and 

disputes over the leadership of the church. 

It is to be understood that from the 1970`s onwards the desire for leadership and 

status in the church explains the numerous of successive schisms in the church, it 

may be interpreted negatively at first but on the other angle it may be perceived 

positive as a sign of church growth. 

At more than one point the theological training and qualifications of a leader was in 

question as a requirement for a leader to be accepted and the church to get 

government recognition. 
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On several occasions there is reappearance of Asia Marumo asserting the right to 

the leadership of the church, as an inheritance from his late father the Rev EJ 

Marumo, as the founder of the church. 

The defenses of those in a leadership position against the claim of inheriting the 

church has been that leaders are nominated and voted into a leadership position for 

a period of five years.  

The same approach is realized when the Mokalapa`s continually alleged  the 

inheritance over the church as a family possessions, on the same note there were 

allegations made that the Rev MJ Moloi had no theological training and as such was 

not equipped with necessary skills in terms of administering the church. 

This point was further raised by Rev NS Maboya and Evangelist Alfred Tsatsi 

propagating that Bishop MJ Moloi is not accustomed with the church. 

The resistance of a leaders to retire after a long service due to financial benefits and 

security, lead the church to experience severe financial and economic problems, and 

the ecclesiological order and polity to be compromised, as from 1978 to date it is the 

same reasons that gave birth to a faction of the New African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church of Southern Africa and the same reasons still occur and experienced today. 

In APBC of SA v Moloi and Another court (3775/2009) [2010] it was concluded that 

where there is conflict between a resolution and a constitution of a church, a 

resolution must submit to the constitution.  

The court further concluded that in this leadership disputes that the church must 

exhausts its` internal remedies before seeking court`s intervention. 

In the Presbyterian Church of Africa v Sihawu and Others (3375/12) [2013] 

ZAECGHC 36 (25 April 2013) it was determined that the Presbyterian Church of 

Africa as an indigenous Church is struggling with ongoing leadership dispute and 

seeking prohibitory interdict and similar issues were raised following a similar 

pattern. 
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Chapter Six: The 2008 debate, “Is Presbyterianism entrusted to 

individualism or councils?” 

6.1 Introduction 

It will be helpful in this chapter to understand the ecclesiastical order and polity of the 

African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church in comparison to other reformed and 

Presbyterian systems of governance. 

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church belongs exclusively to the category of the 

African Independent/Indigenous Church movement, in comparison to other 

Presbyterian and reformed sister churches because it has no inter associations with 

any of the mission churches. 

Hayes in Cuthbertson et al points out that many of the Ethiopian denominations have 

been molded by schism from mainline denominations, and possibly as a result the 

mainline church scholars prefer not to engage with them because probably the 

wounds of schism are still fresh and painful, or most likely they still identify them as 

competitors. 

Hayes further indicates that the Ethiopian type of Churches have maintained the 

theology and ecclesiology of their mother churches and sought to conserve them 

and this demonstrates their less explicit theological innovation (2003:137-138). 

It is presumed that Rev Ephraim Jasone Marumo in the beginning had no intentions 

to institute a denomination that is distinctively different to the reformed and 

Presbyterian system of governance hence it is assumed that he adopted the 

Presbyterian order and church governance(Swartbooi 2014:10). 

The local Churches are represented by the kirk session of each local congregations 

who choose, vote and lead according to how the Lord leads them (2014:4). 

It must be acknowledged that initially the Rev EJ Marumo adopted the Presbyterian 

system and model of governance, meaning the church was governed by ruling 

elders and clergy personnel who composed the regional gathering of churches; they 

were known as quarter conference in accordance to the 1915 

constitution.(APBC,1915:7). 

The synod is main committee that is responsible for the administration of the entire 

church organization as well as its leadership, and its decisions are binding when 

aligned with the constitution (Swartbooi 2014:10). 
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It should also be noted that all along the Rev EJ Marumo had a memorandum of 

understanding with Rev PJ Mzimba, which included a permit to purchase wine for 

communion, and the permit was exclusively for Harrismith district(Swartbooi 

2014:11). 

It was later in history when leaders were applying for government recognition to the 

commissioner of native affairs that they were interrogated and requested to submit a 

copy of the constitution and minutes of the elective assembly or synod, to affirm the 

purpose and mission of establishing African Churches (De Grunchy 1979:43-44). 

6.2 What is Presbyterianism? 

The church is a living entity or body ,it is a visible assembly meaning that it is an 

organization and Jesus Christ is its head, it is strengthened by the Holy Spirit ,tracing 

its origin from a Greek word ecclesia from which the term ecclesiastical is 

derived(Smallman 2003:22).   

The New Bible Dictionary refers to presbyter and presbytery to mean “elder” or 

“eldership” and trace the origin of this term from Greek terminology presbyteros or 

presbyterion to mean priest. (1982:964) 

"Presbyterianism" refers the representational form of church government called 

Presbyterian ,where its governing authority is given to elected congregation's lay 

leaders known as "elders" (or "presbyters"), who work with the ordained minister.4. 

The English name Presbyter alludes to the ministry of both the ordained clergy and 

ruling elders in the church, exclusively to the clergy as ministers of the word and 

elders as officers in the church, representing the congregation in the session (Gray 

and Tucker 1998:04). 

The Presbyterian Church and other churches are assumed to have based their polity 

which is the organisational structure and system of rules that governs a church on 

scriptural authority, as the primary principle and further it is further assumed that as a 

secondary principle the Presbyterian Church polity is based on reasoning, sound 

judgement under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. (Gray and Tucker 1998:04). 

There is biblical evidence from both the Old Testament tradition that a religious 

organization was led by elders and that the New Testament church followed the 

same pattern of leadership (Smallman 2003:22). 

                                                           
4 http://www.religionfacts.com/presbyterianism retrieved on the 27/05/2017 
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It is further assumed  that the church traces this ecclesiastical order where elders 

responsible for governance over the Israelites as a nation is recorded in  the 

scriptures that : “1 Then Moses and the elders of Israel charged the people, saying, 

“Keep all the commandments which I command you today. 2"So it shall be on the day 

when you cross the Jordan to the land which the LORD your God gives you, that you 

shall set up for yourself large stones and coat them with lime…” Deuteronomy 27:1, 

2. 

“3 So all the elders of Israel came to the king at Hebron, and King David made a 

covenant with them at Hebron before the Lord, and they anointed David king over 

Israel.2 Samuel 5:3. 

In the New Testament 1 Peter 5:1, 5. “So I exhort the elders among you, as a fellow 

elder and a witness of the suffering of Christ as well as a partaker in the glory that is 

to be revealed and likewise you that are younger be subject to the elders. Clothe 

yourselves all of you, with humility towards one another, for God opposes the proud, 

but gives grace to the humble”  

“And from Miletus he sent to Ephesus and called to him the elders of the church 

“Acts 20:17, in Acts 14:23 it is recorded that,“ And when they had appointed elders 

for them in every church, with prayer and fasting they committed them to the  Lord in 

whom they believed” and in Titus1:5  Paul addresses Titus saying, “ This is why I left 

you in Crete, that you might amend what was defective, and appoint elders in every 

town as I directed you”(Bible, New International Version 1977: 268). 

It have to be highly noted that according the Presbyterian polity there is no hierarchy 

of presbyters, they uphold to the fact that in the scriptures the term “bishop and 

elder” refers to the same office, the clergy are distinctive to elders by virtue of their 

ordination which set them apart to the ministry of word and sacraments, however 

when coming to governing bodies they are equals. 

Therefore the Presbyterian polity is very different in the sense that both the clergy 

and ruling elders are governing the church jointly and this rule applies to the elected 

office bearers that the powers is limited in accordance to the constitution and for the 

stipulated term in office in contrast to the Episcopal Church governance where there 

is a hierarchal social order, an individual personality dominates in leadership (Gray 

and Tucker 1998:04). 

. 

http://biblehub.com/hebrew/4872.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/2205.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3478.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/6680.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/5971a.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3605.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/4687.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/834.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/6680.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3117.htm
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6.3 The traditional Presbyterian ecclesiology 

The Church is uniquely spiritual and it also has human elements in the sense that is 

a human organization, it requires structures and systems of rules in order to carry its 

mission. 

It is a fact that every structure functions under rules, and it is significant for every 

structure, to have its rules to be proficient and accurate (Gray and Tucker 1999:01). 

Presbyterianism refers to a system of Church governance whereby a confederation 

of Churches unite in a common profession of faith that advocates a hierarchy of 

ecclesiastical assemblies, meetings or courts, in which a careful balance is 

maintained between clerics and laity. 

The nature and multiplicity of Jurisdiction as well as the form of procedure are 

carefully recognized in a book of Church order. The Presbyterian Church system of 

government is well established and the principle of accountability for local Churches 

or congregations as well as the individual minister is glowing as a mechanism for 

appeals by those who deem themselves aggrieved (Nicole in Conn 1990:153-154). 

The reformed or Presbyterian Church holds to a fundamental principle that Christ is 

the head of the Church because it him who instituted its office and clothed its officers 

with authority. 

Christ speaks through these ecclesiastical officers and their office, therefore this 

nature of Church governance system is scriptural, and many of its details are 

determined by human wisdom. 

In relation to Church officers there are extraordinary and ordinary officers of the 

Church, and extra ordinary officers are Apostles according to the New Testament, 

referring to only the twelve chosen by Jesus and Paul, referring to individuals who 

had their commission directly from God or from Jesus Christ. (Berkhof 1991:290). 

Ministry in both the reformed and Presbyterian tradition is representative in nature, 

the teaching and ruling elders both stand as Christ ministers and they perform their 

ministries as servants of the Lord because they do their ministry in Christ`s name. 

On the same note in the presentation of prayers, gifts of offerings and the  Holy 

communion elements they minister on behalf of the people as representatives to 

God (Torrance1965:77) 
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 The Church of Scotland acknowledges the Word of God, which is contained in the 

scriptures of the Old and New Testament, to be the supreme rule of Faith and 

therefore based on the above statement, she upholds the biblical validation on 

ordination tracing from the scriptures that, “the priestly and the Leviticus ministry was 

trusted with the reading of the Word” Deuteronomy 31:9-11. 

Nehemiah 8:1-3,13, “And all the people gathered themselves together as one man 

into the broad place that was before the water gate ; and they spake unto Ezra the 

scribes to bring back the book of the law of Moses , which Jehovah  had 

commanded to Israel , And Ezra  the priest brought the law before the assembly 

,both men and women ,and all that could  hear with understanding, upon the first day 

of the seventh month ,and He read  therein before the broad place that was before 

the water gate from early morning until midday, in the  presence of the men and 

women, and those that could understand ;and the ears of all the people were 

attentive unto the book of the Law ” 

Nehemiah 8:13, “And on the second day were gathered together the heads of 

fathers houses of all the people, the priests and the livites,unto Ezra the scribe, even 

to give attention to the words of the law”. 

In the New Testament the gospel according to Matthew 23:34 records Jesus 

commissioning his disciples saying that, “I am sending you prophets and elders and 

teachers”. 

Therefore based on this principle the Church of Scotland believes that since Christ 

has instituted a government and ecclesiastical officers and also given ministry, 

oracles and ordinances of God to the church and her  officers therefore the 

ordination of minister should be continuous, and that the ordination of ministers of 

the word of God is to be conducted by imposition of hands and prayer, with fasting 

by the preaching presbyters done with due care, wisdom and solemnity (Torrence et 

al.1965 :72). 

The second class refers to Prophets these are men with special gifts to speak for the 

edification of the church and are occasionally instrumental in revealing mystery and 

prophesying the future. 

The third class refer to Evangelists these are people who traditionally accompanied 

and assisted the Apostles in carry out their work, through preaching, appointing 

officers and exercising discipline. 
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Ordinary officers refer to Elders who were elderly men in the community and they 

worked as overseers in the Church, then we have the teachers whose function is to 

teach and testing against increasing heresies. 

The last officers are Deacons who assumed a special form of diaconate work and 

they are assigned to a temporary and a special function which is demanded by their 

appointment (Berkhoff 1991:292-294). 

Elders are core leaders with status in congregations in the New Testament times, 

and there are identified categories of elders which are teaching and governing 

elders, hence today`s pastors are part of the recognized local congregations elders 

and mostly accepts a teaching office (Maloma 2011:123). 

Calvin made a radical pattern of Church government system of through introducing 

lay ministers who helped to govern the Church, Presbyterianism refers to leadership 

by elders, the term presbyter is traced from the Greek word meaning elder, and 

reformed Churches follows this pattern of Church government (Smallman 2003:22-

23).  

In the Presbyterian and Reformed churches the ruling power relies with the  local 

consistory and then it is passed on to classes and synods, meaning that every local 

ecclesiastical congregation has a certain measure of autonomy and their power 

ceases as soon as it affiliates with the next congregation(Berkhof 1991:291) 

The ecclesiastical structure of the Presbyterian Church involves its church 

assemblies: the book of order cites that a congregation is the basic form of the 

church, the session is a council responsible for governing the congregation however 

the congregations are bound together in communion with each other, as 

communities of faith into a presbytery, which is responsible for assisting and 

supporting congregations through developing mechanism and processes to the 

mission settings.   

The Presbytery is a council composed of ruling elders and commissioners elected by 

the sessions of the congregations within its district, the presbytery has the 

responsibility to coordinate, guide, encourage, support, and supply the work of its 

congregation.5  

 

                                                           
 5 http:// www.comhandbook.pdf/presbtry retrieved on the 26/09/2017. 
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A synod is an intermediate council serving as corporate expression of the church 

through its regions and it is responsible for the life and mission of the church 

throughout its regions and for supporting the ministry and mission of the 

presbyteries. 

The General Assembly is the council of the entire church; it is the representative of 

the synods, presbyteries, sessions and congregations of the Presbyterian church of 

United State of America according to G-3.05 in the Book of order. 

The Presbyterian church of United State of America follows the reformed tradition 

which is the Theological tradition of the Presbyterian and other Reformed Churches, 

according to F-1.0-2.0 in the Book of order. 

The Presbyterian Church of (U.S.A)  and the church of Scotland endorses and 

retains the reformed ecclesiology, according to which it adopts the ministry of all 

believers, meaning that in the reformed tradition the ministry and calling of all 

believers is upheld  through ordination of teaching elders  and  the elections of ruling 

elders is representational  ministry. 

6.4 The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church in comparison to the 

Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa   

In comparison to the Uniting Presbyterian Church in South Africa as a reformed 

church model that is most preferred, it is pointed out in the manual of faith and order 

of the Uniting Presbyterian Church  in Southern Africa that the Presbyterian form of 

church Government is held to be grounded upon the scriptures (2007:iii).6  

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church from her origins is evident that through its 

structural components that it aligned her governing system with the reformed 

tradition, and has maintained the reformed governing organization. 

According to the 1915 constitution of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, it 

provides that the local congregation is governed by the kirk session, the next 

ecclesiastical body was known as the quarterly meeting, which in the reformed 

tradition is commonly known as the Presbytery meeting. 

The synod is held to be the highest court that is responsible for the governance of 

the entire Church affairs as well as leadership matters and her resolutions are 

binding to the entire Church (Swartbooi 2014:10) 

                                                           
6http://unitingpresbyterian.org/our-faith/manual-of-faith-and-order/ retrieved on the 27/05/2017  
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Presbyterianism refers to leadership by elders, tracing the term presbyter from Greek 

word meaning elder, and all reformed Churches followed this pattern of Church 

government, (Smallman 2003:23). 

It is further recited that John Calvin made a radical in the pattern of system of Church 

government through reintroducing lay ministers who helped to govern the Church, he 

named the ministers teachers or pastors instead of priests and later in history these 

titles were replaced by ruling and teaching elder(Smallman 2003:23).  

The Reformed Church holds to the view that a Church or a congregation is more 

than a characterization of a local congregation, rather to a visible Church united 

beyond a local congregation and based on the principle that the reformed Church 

rejects the independent congregations. 

Presbyterianism further discards the view that Churches should form a hierarchy led 

by a Pope or a bishop (Smallman 2003:22-23). 

The Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern 

African determines the election and tenure of office. 

According to paragraph(4) of the manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting 

Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa, which is about the form of government of 

the Church and it is point out in paragraph(1.8) that the their system of governance is 

Presbyterian which is held to be scriptural.  

Paragraph (1.9) describes structure of the Presbyterian Church pattern of 

government that congregations are organized for the orderly administration of their 

respective affairs; however they are not separate Churches and independent of each 

other, but they are integral parts of one and the same Church. 

They have a common doctrine and are subject to a common system of church 

government exercised through the Councils of the Church, which link together the 

several Congregations as organic members of one body for the glory of God. 

Paragraph (1.10) stipulates that the Council of the Church is the Session, the 

Presbytery, the Synod and the General Assembly, and that each consist of Ministers 

and Elders. 

 

They ascend in order of authority from the Session through the Presbytery and the 

Synod where such council exists to the General Assembly which is the supreme 
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Council of the Church.  

Paragraph (1.11) is clear to say that over each Council a moderator presides and it 

further points out that in the Session a minister of a congregation is the moderator, a 

higher Council has an obligation to elect its Moderator from its members. 

The main purpose is clarified in paragraph(1.12) which recites that this system of 

church government are the manifestation of the unity of the Church, the maintenance 

of a united testimony to the truth ,mutual counsel and support, the faithful exercise of 

discipline, and combined effort in the furtherance of those ends for which the Church 

of Christ exists.  

According to chapter 10, paragraph (10.9) the presbytery elects a Moderator from 

among its members, the Moderator continues in office until a successor has been 

inducted, this implies that the nomination of a moderator is conduct a year before the 

end term of the present moderator and this has the advantage of knowing the culture 

and ethos of the Church, this serves the purpose of continuity with the present 

leadership, and this switch mostly proceeds smoothly and successfully.  

Paragraph (10.14 ) provides that should the moderator die or resign, or any reason 

be removed from office during his/her term, and that situation his/her predecessor or 

any former Moderator acts until a successor is elected at the next ordinary meeting 

of the Presbytery. 

And should there be no former moderator in the Presbytery; the clerk nominates a 

member of Presbytery to act until the next ordinary meeting of Presbytery at which it 

elects a successor.8 

The responsibilities and duties of a moderator are stipulated in paragraph(10:16-17), 

among others is that(a) the moderator presides over a meetings of the Presbytery, 

takes precedence over its members, and acts officially on its behalf but is subject to 

the Presbytery in all matters and abides by and acts upon its decisions. 

(b) The moderator acts as pastor to all ministers and probationers within the 

Presbytery.  

(c) The moderator may be invited by any minister or session of a congregation within 

the boundaries of the Presbytery to visit that congregation to mediate between and / 

or counsel any parties within the congregation.  

Paragraph (10:17) recites that it is the duty of a moderator to constitute and conclude 
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each meeting with prayer, or other devotions. 

To preside in a meeting and to keep order, and announce decision. 

To sign the minutes and generally to speak and act officially in the name of the 

Presbytery as instructed by it. 

The election of a moderator in the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church is distinctive 

that it is the prerogative of the presiding bishop/president to nominate and appoint 

the moderator of a Presbytery in accordance to section 6. (d)(I) of the 1979 

constitution, which stipulate the procedure of nomination and term of office that the 

Bishop shall appoint among the senior ministers, moderators, to assist him, advise 

him and act on his behalf and presiding only when instructed by him.  

The seniority of ministers who qualifies for that office is evaluated based on 

faithfulness, development of their circuits and good character, and section 6.15 of 

the 2013 Constitution stipulates that any ordained minister can be appointed the 

presiding bishop, if such minister has served satisfactorily for a period not less than 

four years and the candidate is suitably qualified. 

In comparison to the Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa, paragraph 

(10.9) describes how the presbytery elects a moderator from among its members, 

the moderator continues in office until a successor has been inducted. 

The Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern 

African determines the election and tenure of office in accordance to paragraph 

(10.10-14).According to the Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting Presbyterian 

Church in Southern Africa (2007), paragraph 12.8 describes the office of the 

moderator of the General Assembly. 

It recites that the Assembly elects a moderator who must be a Minister or Elder who 

is involved in the work of the Church or is retired, He/she continues in office as 

moderator until his/her successor has been inducted. 

The procedures for the election of the moderator are set out in paragraph (12.8-15), 

which stipulates that a moderator of assembly is elected at the ordinary meeting of 

the assembly before that at which he/she take office and that he/she holds the title of 

Moderator Designate until taking office and procedurally the Clerk of the Assembly 

notifies the clerk of the Presbytery of the appointments Presbyteries to make to the 

Assembly, and of the right of Presbyteries to nominate a candidate as Moderator 

Designate. 
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An interesting part is that is that Presbyteries are not bound to make such 

nomination. 

The nominations of the Moderator Designate are expected to reach the Clerk of 

Assembly at least by the 30th of June and the nomination form must go along with 

nominee's written consent together to submit to the Clerk of Presbytery before the 

name is proposed in the Presbytery meeting. 

The said documents together with a brief biographical statement about the nominee 

and a brief motivation, the said documents of the nominee’s names are circulated to 

members of the Assembly, together with other papers for the meeting at which the 

election is to be held. 

Paragraph (12.13 ) (c) provide that if on any ballot a candidate receives more than 

half the votes cast he/she elected, if not the name of the candidate with the fewest 

votes falls away and a new ballot is taken. 

In a case where two or more candidates receives the fewest number of votes, the 

Assembly decides whether the names of all those candidates fall away or an 

intermediate ballot is taken to decide which name falls away. 

Paragraph (12.13)(d) further provides that if more than one ballot is necessary after 

the first ballot the names of the remaining candidates will be listed in order from the 

one who has received the most votes to the one who has received the least. 

The number of votes each candidate received in the previous ballot will be listed next 

to his/her name, then the Clerk of the Assembly will inform the losing candidate(s) 

present at the meeting, immediately the result of each ballot is known. 

In a case where a candidate is absent at the meeting then the Clerk informs him/her 

of the outcome of the voting as soon as possible after the final results is known. 

 

Finally on election, if the Moderator Designate is present, the Moderator presents 

him/her to the Assembly providing an opportunity for him/her to address his implies 

that the nomination of a moderator is conduct before the end of term of the present 

moderator and nominated Moderator holds the title of Moderator Designate until 

taking office. 

This has the advantage of knowing the culture and ethos of the Church, this serves 

the purpose of continuity with the present leadership, and this switch mostly 
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proceeds smoothly and successfully. 

6.5 Conclusion 

The origin of African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa is founded on 

the 12th September 1908,Rt Rev EJ Marumo is its founder from the period when 

Ethiopianism exploded among the African Indigenous Churches, which are a 

breakaway from the missionary Churches(APBC 2013:2). 

They are independent in character, structure and as institutions of faith; however 

they mostly maintained their mother Church order and governance. 

Although the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church had no link and association with 

her sister churches, her system of Church governance remained to be of 

Presbyterianism or Presbyterian position. 

This is clearly seen when studying the historical development of the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church from her genesis and nature to the present and 

contemporary organization in comparison to other Presbyterian and Reformed 

traditional Churches. 

It is evident enough through the historical accounts given by Swartbooi that when the 

Rev EJ Marumo broke away from the (PCA) Presbyterian Church of Africa in 1908 

he adhered to the Presbyterian Church system of Church governance (2014:03). 

It is assumed that in the beginning the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church though it 

has elements of being an indigenous African Church, simultaneously it has inherited 

the characteristics of the Free Church of Scotland through her mother church (PCA) 

Presbyterian Church of Africa. 

 

 

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church inherited Reformed Church's tradition that 

the ordinary ministry is in two kinds, firstly with the Presbyters or bishops who 

labored in the Word, dispensing the ordinances, while Elders and Deacons assist in 

the ministry of the Word and Sacraments. 

In the reformed tradition both the office of the Presbyter and Bishop apply to the 

same order, and it is held that the office of a Presbyter it must be an ordained person 

who is to disperse the Word and Sacraments, a teaching or ruling Elder is a 
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representative of the people, they are nominated and appointed by the kirk session 

and they are not ordained but only set apart with prayer. 

The ruling and teaching elders are to represent their kirk sessions in the Presbytery 

meeting and to the synod or to the General Assembly as delegates. 

The most interesting part of this study is the examination of the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church in comparison to other Presbyterian Churches and reformed 

traditional churches namely the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa and 

other Reformed Churches, and how do they nominate and elect their leaders. 

The local congregation was governed by the kirk session in accordance to the 1915 

constitution of the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church, the subsequent 

ecclesiastical body was known as the quarterly meeting, which in the reformed 

tradition is commonly known as the Presbytery meeting and the synod is held as the 

highest court that is responsible for the governance of the entire church affairs as 

well as leadership matters, and her resolutions are binding to the entire church ( 

Swartbooi 2014:10). 

In the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church the election of a moderator is distinctive 

and it’s exceptionally the prerogative of the bishop/president to nominate and appoint 

the moderator of the Presbytery in accordance to section 6. (d)(i) of the 1979 

constitution.  

It further stipulated the procedure of nomination and term of office that the Bishop 

shall appoint moderators among the senior ministers, to assist him, give advice to 

him and to act on his behalf and presiding only when instructed by him (APBC, 

1979:5).  

 

 

In the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church the section 6.1.5 of 2013 of the 

constitution provides that seniority of ministers is one criterion applied to measure 

the credibility of who qualifies for that office and the candidates are evaluated based 

on faithfulness, good character and development in their respective circuits.  

It further stipulates that any ordained minister can be  elected and appointed the 

Presiding bishop, if such a minister has served satisfactorily for a period not less 

than ten years and the candidate is suitably qualified(APBC 2013: 116). 
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In comparison to the Uniting Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa, paragraph 10.9 

describes how the presbytery elects a moderator from among its members, the 

moderator continues in office until a successor has been inducted. 

The Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern 

African (2007) determines the election and tenure of office in accordance to 

paragraph (10.10-14).According to the Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting 

Presbyterian Church in Southern Africa (2007), paragraph 12.8 describes the office 

of the Moderator of the General Assembly. 

It recites that the Assembly elects a moderator who must be a minister or elder who 

is involved in the work of the church or is retired, He/she continues in office as 

moderator until his/her successor has been inducted. 

The procedures for the election of the moderator are set out in paragraph (12.8-15), 

which stipulates that a moderator of assembly is elected at the ordinary meeting of 

the assembly before that at which he/she take office and that he/she holds the title of 

Moderator Designate until taking office and procedurally the Clerk of the Assembly 

notifies the clerk of the Presbytery of the appointments Presbyteries to make to the 

Assembly, and of the right of Presbyteries to nominate a candidate as Moderator 

Designate. 

Paragraph (12.13 ) (c) provide that if on any ballot a candidate receives more than 

half the votes cast he/she elected, if not the name of the candidate with the fewest 

votes falls away and a new ballot is taken. 

In a case where two or more candidates receives the fewest number of votes, the 

Assembly decides whether the names of all those candidates fall away or an 

intermediate ballot is taken to decide which name falls away. 

 

Chapter Seven: The Summary and conclusion 

7.1 The aim of this chapter 

In the light of the literature review and chapter conclusions discussed this chapter 

aims at integrating the whole study through a conclusive summary on investigating 

the causes of continual schism within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of 

Southern Africa and suggest some recommendations to curb these continual splits 

within the church. 
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7.2 The conclusive summary and recommendations 

To achieve the aims and objectives of this research study, we need to evaluate 

whether the research questions have been answered throughout this project, 

because these research questions will serve as a guideline in this chapter. 

7.2.1 Research questions: 

(a)  Is there a common cause for the continual splits within the African 

Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa and if so, what is it? 

 

It is assumed that the alleged ancestral call of the Rev SJ Molantoa to become an 

African traditional healer is among other key reasons that led to the first schism of 

the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church in 1938. 

According to Oosthuizen in Modiko (2011:3), it is held that in African culture 

ancestors are not worshipped but rather they are honoured, and venerated they are 

acclaimed to be holding power in judicial, sociological and supernatural significance. 

They determine destiny and exercise influence in the life of the living, protecting and 

watching over the living based on their supernatural power and related relationship 

with the living and their descendants. 

Mofokeng in Coertze points out that ancestors are defined as guardians over the 

living and hence life and survival from this power is inseparable, while the traditional 

African way of life was assumed to be pagan or rather evil by the white missionary 

Christians. They held that the African way of living could not lead to eternal life and 

African Christians were led to believe that ancestors had been damned (2005:47). 

 

According to Molobi, the struggle for leadership and mismanagement of funds are 

among key causes and disputes resulting in fractions among the African indigenous 

Churches (2011:02). 

According to the study the schisms and disputes relates to fundamental 

disagreements regarding the legitimacy of the leadership within Churches. This 

leadership quarrel has tormented the churches for a number of years, and has given 

rise to numerous High Court applications over the past many years. 

There are more than a dozen judgments of different courts in matters related to 
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ongoing leadership dispute. A reading of these judgments reflects the depth of the 

apparently intractable dispute as to who may legitimately claim to lead and represent 

the Africa Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa.  It is against this 

background that the current submission must be considered. 

in the matter between African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v 

Moloi and Another (3775/2009) 2010], The Free State High Court in Bloemfontein 

Judge Rampai established in his judgement that where there is allegation of 

misappropriation of church funds, and a leadership dispute that might cause further 

secessions, the church must explore and exhorts all its internal remedies including 

disciplinary measures before seeking a court of law intervention. 

The APBC of SA in the beginning adopted the Presbyterian system of church 

government which is representative in nature, and where in various the councils both 

the teaching and ruling elders were represented and functioning as equals, until 

1979 and 1989 when the constitution was amended and an episcopal system of 

church governance was introduced where a hierarchal system of church officers was 

introduced. 

Where the authority and power vested to governing bodies was challenge in 

comparison to individuals serving as bishops and archbishops as provided by the 

amended constitutions. 

Therefore in continues leadership disputes the synod which is the supreme 

governing body it must align her resolutions with the constitution of the church which 

has superiority over the synod decisions, resolutions, findings, directions and orders.  

In the matter between the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v 

Moloi and Another, judge Rampai commenced by relating the nature of the church 

that it is a religious institution. People become members of a particular religious 

denomination by choice, and in the same way churches admit new members by 

choice.  

There are no legal rules which regulate the relationship between a church and any of 

its individual members. The religious bond between a Church and its member is built 

on a voluntary spiritual association characterized by a common sharing of identical 

religious convictions. 

A voluntary association is founded on an underlying notion of mutual agreement 

which is usually symbolized by the adoption of a constitution. In a religious context, 
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an individual who joins an established Church is required to subscribe to the 

foundational beliefs, ethos and convictions of that particular Church. 

Through such subsequent subscription an individual concerned is deemed to have 

retrospectively endorsed and adopted a constitution of that church. 

 A new member then becomes bound by the constitution in much the same way as 

the founding fathers of the church. 

There is  an assumption that many African Christians abandoned their historical 

Churches due to the dissatisfaction they experience of being unwelcome, they then 

establish their own Churches or turn to a number of new Churches that are products 

of African Initiated Churches under African leadership.(Adogame 2013:68) . 

(b) How can this trend of continual splits within the African Presbyterian Bafolisi 

Church be treated or restricted in a church like way?  

A church is a voluntary association founded on an underlying notion of mutual 

agreement which is usually symbolized by the adoption of a constitution. In a 

religious context, an individual who joins an established Church is required to 

subscribe to the foundational beliefs, ethos and convictions of that particular Church. 

The book of faith and church order or as commonly known as the constitution, it 

promotes  Presbyterian system of governance through its ecclesiastical assemblies, 

courts and sessions, and the nature and range of jurisdiction are well established, it 

includes mechanism for appeals for those who may be considered aggrieved. 

The study reveals that the minutes of the various councils serve as proof that the 

elected leader had been elected procedurally in accordance with the church order 

and therefore has been vested with the authority and power to act and sue on behalf 

of the church.  

In the court case between MJ Mokalapa and AL Molaba which the native appeal 

court concurred with the applicant that the defendant AL Molaba failed to submit the 

minutes of the council that elected him to serve as proof that he was lawfully and 

procedurally elected against the applicant and as a result that he has the authority, 

mandate and power to act and sue on behalf of the said Church. (APBC, 1915:22; 

Swartbooi, 2014:35). 

Therefore it is vital that in every Church meeting and sessions to preserve the 

attendance register and minutes as evidence that such a Church session or court 
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was held and the resolutions that were reached are in order and are binding to all 

members. 

The constitution needs to be explicitly clear on who has the authority to sue on 

behalf of the Church, or the legal standing on behalf of the church, and the third point 

that is raised concerns which is the correct constitutional structure and procedure 

between the presbytery meeting and a synod meeting has authority to nominate and 

conduct elections in accordance to the Reformed or Presbyterian Church order. 

The court decided in favour of applicant based on the fact that the respondent had 

no evidence to proof that was procedurally elected moderator had the authority by 

means of the synod, or quarterly minister`s and elder's conference of acting and to 

sue on behalf of the church (APBC,1915:22; Swartbooi,2014:35). 

The court concluded that in the absence of a proper church constitution the 

defendant failed to prove that applicant was elected in an irregular manner equally 

so in the matter between African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v 

Moloi and Another (3775/2009) [2010], the court was of the view that in any religious 

context an individual who joins an established church is required to subscribe to the 

foundational beliefs, ethos and convictions of a particular church. 

And that the constitution determines the nature and scope of the association’s 

existence and activities, it prescribes the powers of the various officials, demarcates 

such powers not only to those of the individual officials it extends to the structural 

organs of an associations. 

A new member admitted then and there becomes bound by the constitution in much 

the same way as the founding fathers of the church concerned. In such subsequent 

subscription an individual concerned is deemed to have on reflection adopts and 

endorses the constitution of a church (African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of 

Southern Africa v Moloi and Another, 2009). 

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa needs to return to 

Presbyterianism type of church governance, where a common profession of faith and 

church order is established; a hierarchy of ecclesiastical assemblies, courts is 

maintained. 

Where a careful balance between clergy and laity “elders” will be kept, the nature 

and range of jurisdiction as well as the form of procedure are carefully established in 

a book of church order or its constitution. 
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In the matter between the New African Methodist Episcopal Church in the Republic 

of Namibia v Kooper, the judge argued that the court is invited to pronounce the 

leadership of Hendrick Gariseb as the leader of the New African Methodist Church in 

the Republic of Namibia and discontinued membership of the respondents.  

The court in this case had to establish its jurisdiction on and over ecumenical issues 

and the judge was of the view that some of the relief sought by the applicants seem 

to draw the court into making decisions on matters that are essentially ecumenical or 

ecclesiastical in nature and which it is not desirable for the court to embroil itself in 

however the court has jurisdiction in matters there is a combination of ecclesiastical 

and issues based on civil rights.   

The judge highlighted that to declare who is the leader of the church is a matter that 

is exclusively involves ecumenical standards of which the court is not fit to 

pronounce upon. 

In a situation where conflicts and disputes arise among the church and its members 

domestic remedy have to be exhausted internally firstly before relief may be sought 

in a court of law, it is only on violation of bylaws that an appeal can be made to the 

secular court. (African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v Moloi and 

Another, 2009). 

It is cited that the Native Appeal Court in its judgement was not satisfied to officially 

declare that the Rev AL Molaba is solely a proper authorized person to sue on behalf 

of the Church and furthermore, it could not prove that Rev Manasseh Mokalapa`s 

election was irregular and unconstitutional(Swartbooi 2014:35,36).  

Therefore the church was divided into two fractions and both leaders had obligation 

to prove to the courts that the opposite fraction was not elected constitutionally using 

the poor constitution. 

 

An advice was given to the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church that since it had no 

legal persona in the absence of a fully covered constitution, the Church does not 

have any recourse to approach a court of law to solve their disputes.  

In the matter between the New African Methodist Episcopal Church of the Republic 

of Namibia v Kooper, it was concluded that the church as a legal person acts through 

the instrumentality of its officials. The officials are literally its hands and feet. For that 

reason, when the authority of a legal person has been challenged, some evidence 
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must be placed before court to the effect that it is the said legal person that is 

litigating and not some impostor or other person masquerading as the applicant that 

does so. What evidence suffices in such cases to indicate that it is the legal person 

that is litigating and not some other person? 

It is believed that in such circumstances a church order to be drawn up which is 

meant to guard the rights and interests of the individual congregation and the 

collective rights and interests of the affiliated Churches. 

It is within the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical assemblies to deal and debate with 

matters of doctrine, morals, of church government, discipline, and whatever that 

pertains to the preservation of unity, and good order in the Church of Jesus Christ. 

The major ecclesiastical assembly i.e. the synod is not too remote from the people 

and has a duty for the expression of the unity of the Church, particularly for the 

maintenance of good order, and for the general effectiveness of its work (Berkhof 

1991:296-297). 

Adogame adopts as a result that many African Christians abandon the historic 

churches due to the disaffection they experience of being unwelcome, they then 

establish their own churches or turn to a number of new churches that are products 

of African initiated under African leadership, (2013:68). 

The 1915 constitution held synod as the highest body of the Church that takes 

control over Church matters, as well as church leadership, its decisions are binding 

to the whole Church (APBC 1915).  

Disobedience and not abiding by the synod policies and resolution is an offence 

according to the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church constitution (Swartbooi 

2014:10). 

 

Secondly it is noted that according to the Presbyterian system of church governance 

it assigns primary authority in a particular office and less emphasis on the individual 

office and office holder but rather on the series of representative bodies that exercise 

authority. 

The procedures for the election of the moderator as set out in paragraph (12.9-15) of 

the Manual of Faith and Order of the Uniting Presbyterian Church of Southern Africa, 

which stipulates that a moderator of assembly is elected at the ordinary meeting of 
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the assembly before that at which he/she take office and that he/she holds the title of 

Moderator Designate until taking office. 

This implies that the nomination of a moderator is conduct before the end of term of 

the present moderator and nominated moderator holds the title of Moderator 

Designate until taking office, this has the advantage of knowing the culture and ethos 

of the church, this serves the purpose of continuity with the present leadership, and 

this switch mostly proceeds smoothly and successfully. 

(c)What criteria and strategies can the African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church acquaint 

with to control the continual splits? 

What criteria the Church ought to apply to address succession disputes? 

Presbyterianism refers to leadership by both the teaching and ruling elders, tracing 

the term presbyter from Greek word meaning elder, and all reformed churches 

followed this pattern of Church government, it is further reported  that Calvin made a 

radical change in the pattern of system of Church government through reintroducing 

lay ministers who helped to govern the Church (Smallman 2003:22-23). 

Stott holds to the view that the Church has no freedom to ordain those whom God 

has not called and who do not possess any gift, because ordination denotes to public 

acknowledgement that God has called a candidate to a particular ministry; it is jointly 

conducted with public commissioning to exercise the ministry to which the candidate 

is called and gifted. 

He further argues that every authentic preacher must be called, equipped and 

anointed by God, therefore the concept of a self –appointed, self-made preacher is 

weird. The New Testament teaching according to St. Paul points out to ten 

conditions that are listed for eligibility for the presbyterate or “eldership” nine of them 

are said to be moral and spiritual and only one could be classified as professional 

namely didaktikos, according to 1 Timothy 3:2 “A church leader must be without 

fault; he must have only one wife, be sober, self -controlled, and orderly; he must 

welcome strangers in his home; he must be able to teach” that’s having the gift for 

teaching. (2007:112). 

Swartbooi records that the 1915 constitution designates that the African Presbyterian 

Bafolisi Church is not established on family legacy but rather to general elections 

which is open to all members who voluntarily affiliate to it, and it is a property of its 

bona fide members, hence the constitution is binding to the decisions of the synod 
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(2014:10; APBC, 2013:21; APBC, 1915:23). 

The courts in New African Methodist Episcopal Church in the Republic of Namibia v 

Kooper (A 293/2013) [2015] had defined and described the Church as a voluntary 

association in terms of the Companies Act , and 

In African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church of Southern Africa v Moloi and Another 

(3775/2009) [2010], a church is described as a religious institution where people 

become members of a particular religious denomination by choice. In the same way 

a church admit new members by choice. 

Therefore the are no legal rules which regulate the relationship between a church 

and any of its individual members, The religious bond between a church and its 

members is built on a voluntary spiritual association characterized by a common 

sharing of identical religious convictions. 

Any association it be religious or spiritual in nature is founded on an underlying 

notion of mutual agreement, such mutual agreement is usually symbolized by the 

adoption of a constitution. 

In a religious context an individual who joins an established church is required to 

subscribe to the foundational beliefs, ethos and convictions of that particular Church. 

Through such subsequent subscription an individual concerned is deemed to have 

retrospectively endorsed and adopted the original constitution of that Church.  

A new member then becomes bound by the constitution in as much the same way as 

the founding fathers of the Church concerned. 

The lifespan of a church is theoretically infinite. When an association exists as an 

entity with rights and duties independent from the rights and duties of its individual 

members and has perpetual succession it is called a universities person arum, a 

juristic person, such is the legal nature of a Church. 

In the matter between Presbyterian Church of Africa v Sihawu and Others (3375/12) 

[2013], the court defined the church as a voluntary association which exists and 

functions in accordance with a written constitution. 

The African Presbyterian Bafolisi Church is following the biblical pattern from Joshua 

24:24-28 …. “The people then said to Joshua, we will serve the Lord our God. we will 

obey his commands, so Joshua made a covenant for the people that day, and there 

at Sechem he gave them laws and rules to follow, Joshua wrote these commands in 
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the book of the law of God. Then he took a large stone and set it up under the oak 

tree in the Lord's sanctuary. 

He said to all the people, this stone will be our witness.it has heard all the words that 

the Lord has spoken to us, so it will be a witness against you, to keep you from 

rebelling against your God. 

Then Joshua sent the people away, and everyone returned to his own part of the 

land” (Bible, New International Version 1977:232-233)   

The Acts of the Apostles chapter 15, records how the council held in Jerusalem 

made a decision in a dispute when Judeans taught that Gentiles converts had to be 

circumcised to be saved. 

The Bible records that Paul and Barnabas went to Jerusalem to discuss this situation 

with church leaders. 

There is evidence that after returning from Jerusalem they gave a report and James 

summarized the report and made a decision which was binding on everyone. 

Lastly everyone abided by the decision and the council sent a letter with delegates 

back to Antioch to report the decision (Life Application Study Bible commentary, 

2004:1917). 

It should be highlighted that key point in considering the leadership pattern of the 

above mentioned church since its origin in 1908 until 1978 is that the church 

governance system was Presbyterian in nature. 

Meaning that the Church belongs to the people through congregational 

representatives, and also it is historically established through the years that the 

founding father and Moderator, Rev EJ Marumo was nominated and elected by 

means of congregational representatives’ pattern. 

 

It is against this background that many other African Indigenous Churches 

experienced a series of schisms and the main reason behind the schism is the 

dispute over the leadership position. 

There are faction of the same Church that hold on the thought that church leadership 

should remain in the family lineage and the other faction are of the view that any 

qualified person should be democratically elected, (Makhubu 1998:11). 
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The Durban high court heard a leadership dispute between Mduduzi and Vela 

Shembe, after the death of Vimbeni Shembe, who passed on in March 2011. 

It marks the latest faction in the Nazareth Baptist Church, where the court ruled in 

favour of Vela Shembe as the successor after hearing evidence that Vimbeni 

Shembe nominated his cousin to lead the congregation not his son Mduduzi.  

It is reported that the leader of a smaller faction of the Nazareth Baptist Church‚ 

popularly known as the Shembe Church‚ has been declared the rightful leader of the 

Church in a judgement handed by the Durban High Court, Judge Achmat Jappie 

ruled in favour of Vela Shembe‚ who is the leader of the Thembezinhle Church. 

A court judgement brought to an end a five-year succession battle after the death of 

the Church leader Vimbeni Shembe, a 56 years Mduduzi Shembe told the court it 

was the Church's tradition that if the leader of the Church dies‚ the son took over. 

However Vela Shembe‚ 54‚ provided a letter to the court which he said had been 

written by his brother‚ Vimbeni Shembe‚ before he died in 2011 nominating him as 

his successor. The court ruled that Mduduzi had failed to prove that the late leader‚ 

Vimbeni‚ ever nominated him as the heir.7  

Therefore it may possibly be established on the long historical disputes related to 

fundamental disagreements regarding the legitimacy of the leadership of the Church, 

it could be decided therefore that the Church leadership is not entitled based on 

inheritance. 

The end of breakdown of clergy relationships would end continual leadership 

disputes and court arguments and it should be noted there are disputes of fact that 

cannot be resolved in application proceedings.  

 

Judge Goosen in the matter between Presbyterian Church of Africa v Sihawu and 

others hoped that an plea to the reasonableness of the protagonist and their legal 

representatives in these leadership dispute could cause and mark them to seek a 

solution than these episodic litigation which appears to serve little purpose than to 

reinforce enmity and to cause more conflicts in the church. 

(d) What type of Church leadership and governance should the said denomination           

consider when addressing succession disputes? 

                                                           
7 http://www.sabc.co.za/news/Shembe retrieved on the 16/03/2017. 
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The New Testament used two official terms to describe the spiritual leaders in the 

local church, namely the bishop and elder; the term bishop means an “overseer” and 

the term elder which is most frequent used, it describes the activities of God's 

chosen people. 

The word elder is said to appear more frequently in the New Testament more than 

the word bishop, and there is suggestion that the term bishop refers more to an 

office while elder refers to a man or person. 

It is noted that the New Testament local Church leadership had a strong emphasis 

placed on qualifications, that the leaders should be men of good reputation, full of 

the spirit, wisdom and be a qualified spiritual leader who could shepherd the flock. 

Lastly is that the New Testament leadership is organized in plurality there is 

reference to more than one kind of ministry, implying that the leadership in that 

context means there were more than one qualified to lead, it supports the idea that 

the New Testament Church is a unique organism that was not designed to function 

within a pyramidal type organizational structure (Getz 1981:104-111). 

The Church is held to be a body, which according to the bible is described as, every 

joint suppliethsupplieth, according to the proper working of each individual part, 

Ephesians 4:16…“ under his control all the different parts of the body fit together, 

and the whole body is held together by every joint with which it is provided. So when 

each separate part works as it should, the whole body grows as it should; the whole 

body grows and builds itself up through love”  (Bible, 1977:241).   

 

 

The Reformed Church holds to the view that a church or a congregation is more than 

a characterization of a local congregation, but rather to a visible church unified 

beyond a local congregation and based on this principle the reformed Church rejects 

the independent congregations. 

It is further held that the reformed tradition discards the view that Churches should 

form a hierarchy led by a pope or a bishop, one person or individual who served as 

authoritative voice but rather , the Church  needed a multiple leadership  and hold to 

the conviction that according to the reformed tradition, it is held that Church has 

various ecclesiastical assemblies which are governing the Church, namely the 

consistory or kirk session, the classis which is commonly known as the presbytery, 
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and the synod. 

It is within the reformed and Presbyterian system of Church Government that it is of 

a representative pattern in nature and character, the people meaning members of 

the congregation in good standing are offered an opportunity to choose ruling elders 

as their representatives, whom together with their minister form a council or a 

consistory for the local church. 

This pattern continues in that the local Churches should associate and affiliate with 

other local churches of the same faith and common agreement, and in such structure 

a church order is drawn that guards the rights and interests of the affiliated member  

Churches. 

Berkhof points out the composition of these assemblies, beginning with the 

consistory or kirk session that it consist of a minister and elders from the local 

Church, and then the second assembly is the Classis/Presbytery which is composed 

of representatives from clergy and elders from their respective local congregations 

within their districts, and lastly the synod which is composed of an equal number of 

ministers and elders from each classis or presbytery (1991:295-296). 

Stott in his book is convinced that a Church must understand itself and its Theology, 

meaning that the Church must comprehend its identity not its wish, the reformed or 

Presbyterian Church mirrors the intercultural character of the body of Christ. 

It is stressed in his book that the homogenous Church unit broadens its fellowship in 

order to demonstrate the visibly, unity and variety of the Church, so that a large and 

wider Church can break itself into several homogenous Church unit or denomination 

that can celebrate both separately and together. 

 

The Church must organize itself and its structure in a way that reflects  and that it 

understand itself, its structure must reflect its Theology, especially its identity that it is 

called to be both holy and worldly, therefore it is okay to say that the Church is called 

for worship and mission.(2007:42-59). 

Stott further maintains that the gift and ordination is not enough it needs to be 

nurtured and developed by those whom it has been given to, through prayer and 

study(I Timothy 4:14); “ Do not  neglect the spiritual gift that is in you, which was 

given to you when the prophets spoke and the elders laid their hands on you” 
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(2 Timothy 1:6)… “For this reason I remind you to keep alive the gift that God gave 

you when I laid my hands on you” (Bible, 1977:265).  

The contemporary Church must come to a position of realizing and understanding 

that the Church does not belong to an individual person, but rather it is God's Church 

who redeemed it with the blood of Christ his Son and it has oversees who are 

appointed by God through the Holy Spirit, therefore we do not have a proprietary 

rights or birthright but it is a privilege to be a Church leader. 
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